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TOWN OF BEDFORD
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Bedford in the County of
Hillsborough in said State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the McKelvie School in said
Town on Tuesday, the twelfth of March, at 7:00 o'clock in the
forenoon to act on the following articles, numbers 1 through 16
excluding article 1 5. Polls are to close no later than 6:30 p.m. Action
of the remaining articles commencing with article 1 5 and 1 7 through
34 will be at the Town Meeting on March 1 9, 1 985 and will be in the
McKelvie School at 7:30 p.m.
ARTICLE 1 . To elect necessary Town officers and School District
officers for the ensuing year and ensuing three years.
ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS
Tuesday, March 12, 1985
VOTING ON THE FOLLWING ARTICLES SHALL BE WRITTEN
BALLOTT. POLLS ARE TO BE OPEN AT 7:00 A.M. AND ARE NOTTO
CLOSE EARLIER THAN 6:30 P.M. VOTING WILL TAKE PLACE AT
THE McKELVIE SCHOOL
ARTICLE 2. Too see if the Town will vote to amend Article
XXV- Off Street Parking Requirements - by amending Sec. 6 as follows:
Offices - professional center, clinic - "one space for each two
hundred fifty (250) square feet of gross floor area."
Passage of this Article will result in the deletion of the prosent
requirement for offices - professional center, clinic which reads "one
space for each one hundred fifty (1 50) square feet of gross floor area."
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XII -
Limited Commercial District - by adding the following provision:
Sec. A-9 "Special Exception Use - the following use is permissible
subject to Board of Adjustment approval pursuant to Article XIX.
a. Public utility building, structure or facility."
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XV -
Service Industrial district - by adding the following provision:
Sec. A-13 "Special Exception Use - the following use is per-
missible subject to Board Adjustment approval pursuant to
Article XIX.
a. Public utility building, structure or facility."
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XI -
Commercial District - by adding the following provision:
Sec. K "any site plan approved by the Planning Board without
substantial improvements and construction made in one year will
be required to return to the Planning Board with the site plan
revised to meet any new requirements."
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article XII -
Limited Commercial District - by adding the following provision:
Sec. A-10 "any site plan approved by the Planning Board with-
out substantial improvements and construction made in one
year will be required to return to the Planning Board with the site
plan revised to meet any new requirements."
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article IV-
Residential and General Residential Districts - by amending Sec. A-
1-a-1 to read as follows:
"served by both public water and public sewer- one-half acre/1 00
feet."
Passage of this Article will result in deletion of the present Section
A-1-a-1 which reads: "served by both public water and public sewer-
one acre/100 feet."
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 1 .0 acre parcel of land located on the corner of Brook Drive and
Back River Road being a certain parcels of land in the Town of
Bedford, owned by: Robert E. Boisvert, c/o Lorraine Boisvert, 9
Brook Drive, Bedford, New Hampshire from Residential/Agricul-
tural to Apartment/Residential zoning. Said parcel being lot
#022-048 of the tax maps of the Town of Bedford. Said property
being more particularly described as follows:
Parcle #48, belonging to Robert E. Boisvert c/o Lorraine J.
Boisvert, located at 3 Back River Road consisting of approximately
1 .0 acres and all improvements thereon. (The Planning Board is
in favor of this article)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 1 .4 acre parcel of land located at 9 Brook Drive. Being a certain
parcels of land in the Town of Bedford, owned by: Robert E.
Boisvert, 9 Brook Drive, Bedford, New Hampshire from Residential/
Agricultural to Apartment/Residential zoning. Said parcel being
lot #022-050 of the tax maps of the Town of Bedford. Said
property being more particularly described as follows:
Parcel #50, belonging to Robert E. Boisvert located at 9 Brook
Drive consisting of 1 .4 acres and all improvements thereon. (The
Planning Board is in favor of this article)
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 0.9 acre parcel of land located at 1 96 South River Road on the
corner of Brook Drive. Being a certain parcels of land in the Town
of Bedford, owned by: Robert E. Boisvert c/o Lorraine J. Boisvert,
9 Brook Drive, Bedford, New Hampshire from Residential/
Agricultural to Apartment/Residential zoning. Said parcel being
lot #022-051 of the tax maps of the Town of Bedford. Said
property being more particularly described as follows:
Parcel #51, belonging to Robert E. Boisvert c/o Lorraine J.
Boisvert, located at 196 South River Road consisting of ap-
proximately 0.9 acres and all improvements thereon. (The Plan-
ning Board is in favor of this article)
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 1.0 acre parcel of land located at 10 Brook Drive. Being a
certain parcels of land in the Town of Bedford, owned by: George
W. & Victoire Bouchard, 1 Brook Drive, Bedford, New Hampshire
from Residential/Agricultural to Apartment/Residential zoning.
Said parcel being lot #022-049 of the tax maps of the Town of
Bedford. Said property being more particularly described as
follows:
Parcel #49, belonging to George W. & Victoire Bouchard located
at 10 Brook Drive consisting of 1.0 acres and all improvements
thereon. (The Planning Board is in favor of this article).
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 32.4 acre parcel of land located at Patten Road and County
Road. Being a certain parcels of land in the Town of Bedford,
owned by: Robert E. Boisvert, 9 Brook Drive, Bedford, New
Hampshire from Residential/Agricultural to Apartment/Residen-
tial zoning. Said parcel being lot # 022-089 of the tax maps of the
Town of Bedford. Said property being more particularly described
as follows:
Parcel #89, belonging to Robert E. Boisvert located at Patten
Road and County Road consisting of 32.4 acres of land and no
improvements. (The Planning Board is in favor of this article)
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 1 .87 acre parcel of land located at Route 1 01 being a certain
parcels of land in the Town of Bedford, owned by: Robert H.
Brooks, 1 1 1 Route 101, Bedford, New Hampshire from Residen-
tial/Agricultural to Limited Commercial zoning. Said parcel being
lot #013-068 of the tax maps of the Town of Bedford. Said
property being more particularly described as follows:
Parcel #68, belonging to Robert H. Brooks located at 1 1 1 Route
101 consisting of 1 .87 acres of land and improvements thereon.
(The Planning Board is not in favor of this article)
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to change the zoning
of the following: (by petition)
a 2 acre parcel of land located at Route 101 being a certain
parcel of land in the Town of Bedford, owned by: John R. &
Priscilla L. Jacobson from Residential/Agricultural to Limited
Commercial zoning. Said parcel being lot #013-059-001 of the
tax map of the Town of Bedford. Said property being more
particularly described as follows:
The easterly half of Parcel #59 belonging to John R. & Priscilla L
Jacobson located at Route 1 01 consisting of 2 acres of land and
no improvement. (The Planning Board is not if favor of this article)
ACTION ON THE REMAINING ARTICLES 15 & 17 THROUGH 34
WILL BE AT McKELVIE SCHOOL ON MARCH 1 9, 1 985 AT7:30 P.M.
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of One Million Two Hundred Thousand (1,200,000) Dollars for
the purpose of constructing aTown Office/Police Station on property
owned by the Town of Bedford and located on North Amherst Road
and designated on the Bedford Tax Maps at Page 20, Lot 95. Such
sum to be raised by the issuance of serial bonds or notes not to
exceed One Million Two Hundred Thousand (1,200,000) Dollars
under and in compliance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (NHRSA 33:1 et. seq., as amended) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds and notes and
determine the rate interest thereon and to take such actionsas may
be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such bonds or notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town of
Bedford, New Hampshire, and to allow the Selectmen to expend
such monies for the above stated purpose and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 1 6 "Are you in favor of increasing the board of selectmen
to 5 (five) members?"
ARTICLE 1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for
the ensuing year.
Town Officers' Salaries 34,606.00
Town Officers' Expenses 1 28,26 1 .00
Election & Registration Expenses 5,000.00
Cemeteries 24,150.00
General Government Buildings 41,11 2.00
Reappraisal of Property 24,200.00
Planning and Zoning Board 1 8,450.00
Legal Expenses 40,000.00
Advertising & Regional Association 1 0,560.00
Board of Adjustment 1 ,000.00
Tax Map 2,400.00







General Highway Dept. Expenses 553,386.00
Resurfaces Rebuild 228,334.00
Rte. 3 Improvements 1 00,000.00
Solid Waste Disposal 1 03,486.00
General Aid Assistance 37,080.00
Old Age Assistance 16,780.00
Aid to the Disabled 2,080.00
Library 131,500.00
Parks & Recreation 59,622.00
Patriotic Purposes 600.00
Conservation Commission 25,310.00
Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 90,000.00
Office Equipment 4,600.00
Town Office/Police Station 1 ,200,000.00
Update Master Plan 1,000.00
Management Consultant 10,000.00
Municipal Water Department 24,380.00
Municipal Sewer Department 230,871.00
FICA, Retirement & Pension Contribution 1 54,364.00
Insurance 190,035.00
Unemployment Compensation 4,01 7.00
Street Lighting 14,735.00
Manchester Transit 33,000.00
Payments to Capital Reserve 1 48,000.00
Loader - 1 0,000, Fire Truck - 1 5,000,
Bulldozer - 20,000, Dump Truck - 8,000,
Grader - 15,000, Revaluation - 80,000
TOTAL 4,635,047.00
ARTICLE 18 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend
$30,000.00 for the purpose of updating the Master Plan for the Town
of Bedford.
ARTICLE 19 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend
$33,000.00 for the purpose of constructing sidewalks along Route 3.
ARTICLE 20 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend
$1 00,000.00 for the purpose of improving the Route 3 - Back River
Road intersection.
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and expend
$1 0,000.00 for the purpose of hiring a Management Consultant and
for Police Certification.
ARTICLE 22
TO SEE IFTHETOWN WILL VOTETOAUTHORIZETHE SELECTMEN
TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH MANCHESTER TRANSIT
AUTHORITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF MAINTAINING AND SUB-
SIDIZING THE BUS SERVICE ALONG ROUTE #3 FOR A ONE YEAR
PERIOD, FOR A SUM OF THRITY-THREE THOUSAND ($33,000)
DOLLARS.
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ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to withdraw from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, One
Hundred Fourteen Thousand Six Hundred Eighty Eight Dollars and
00/100 ($1 14,688.00) for use as setoffs against appropriations for
the following priority purposes and in amounts indicated or take any
other action herein:
Appropriation
Honeywell Video Terminal 1 0,1 47.00
Police Cruiser 11,300.00
2-KR10 Radar 4,116.00
4 channel Base Station 26,500.00
Dispatch Console 25,525.00
4 Gas Pumps 10,400.00
Pick-up-Truck 10,000.00
11' Truck Plow 4,400.00
Spreader/Sander 8,000.00
Micro Fiche and Reader 4,300.00
114,688.00
ARTICLE 24
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTETOAUTHORIZETHE SELECTMEN
TO BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES, IF NEEDED,
AND RAISE AND APPROPRIATE A SUM OF NINETY THOUSAND
($90,000) DOLLARS FOR THE PAYMENT OF INTEREST ON SUCH
BORROWING.
ARTICLE 25
To see if the Town will vote to approve the recommendations of
the Board of Selectmen to accept the Citizen/Vicon proposal and
enter into a 20 year contract as a "Participating Community" for the
purpose of disposing community refuse at the proposed Manchester
Solid Waste Resource Recovery Facility, and to make the necessary
annual appropriations of funds for this purpose.
ARTICLE 26
TOSEEIFTHETOWN WILL VOTE TO DIRECTTHE SELECTMEN TO
SET A TIME DURING WHICH OWNERS OF REAL ESTATE SHALL
BE ALLOWED A TWO (2%) PERCENT DISCOUNT FOR EARLY
PAYMENT OF REAL ESTATE TAXES.
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ARTICLE 27
TOSEEIFTHETOWN WILL VOTETO DIRECTTHE SELECTMEN TO
ACCEPT ANY AND ALL GIFTS, GRANTS OR CONVEYANCE OF
LAND TO THE TOWN AS MAY FROM TIME TO TIME BE REQUIRED
BY THE TOWN OF BEDFORD SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS OR
THE TOWN OF BEDFORD ZONING ORDINANCE.
ARTICLE 28
TOSEEIFTHETOWN WILL VOTETO AUTHORIZETHE SELECTMEN
TO APPLY FOR, ACCEPT AND EXPEND, WITHOUT FURTHER
ACTION BY THE TOWN MEETING, MONEY FROM THE STATE,
FEDERAL OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR A PRIVATE
SOURCE WHICHEVER BECOMES AVAILABLE DURINGTHE FISCAL
YEAR PROVIDED THAT SUCH FUNDS:
I. BE USED ONLY FOR LEGAL PURPOSED FOR WHICH ATOWN
MAY APPROPRIATE MONEY;
II. REQUIRED THE SELECTMEN TO HOLD A PRIOR PUBLIC
HEARING ON THE ACTION TO BE TAKEN.
III. NOT REQUIRE THE EXPENDITURE OF OTHER TOWN FUNDS;
IV. BE EXEMPT FROM ALL PROVISIONS OF RSA 32 RELATIVE TO
LIMITATIONS AND EXPENDITURES OF TOWN MONIES.
ARTICLE 29 To see if the Town will vote to accept Rutledge Road
for a distance of 824' x 50' wide.
BY PETITION
ARTICLE 30
To see if the Town will vote to discontinue that portion of Old
Bedford Road which was abandoned upon relocation of the inter-
section of Old Bedford Road and New Hampshire Route 101 and to
authorize the Selectmen to sell and convey that parcel of land shown
on a plan entitled "Boundary Plan of Land Rocca Group, Inc., Bedford,
N.H." by Thomas F. Moran, Inc. dated April 3, 1979, on which the
abandoned portion of said Road is shown as "paved drive" to the
abutter, David F. Murray, for $50.00 and expenses, which parcel has
no feasible use except to said abutter.
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ARTICLE 31
To see if Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey Lot
No. 21 -29-4 on a Plan entitled "Subdivision - Plan of Land - Donald M.
Wallace and Harriet Wallace Trust - Bedford, N.H." and located on
Cobbler Lane in Bedford, N.H. to Donald M. Wallace and Clifford J.
Ross, as Trustee under the will of the late Harriet Wallace, upon
successful and satisfactory completion of road construction and
paving of Cobbler Lane. This same lot was originally conveyed to the
Town of Bedford by Warranty Deed dated January 23, 1984, to
secure performance of road construction, completion and paving of
Cobbler Lane, providing Donald Wallace be responsible and pay the
appropriate tax for 1 984.
ARTICLE 32
To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey
to Zepherine A. Chesbro two parcels of land, one shown as lot 35 on
tax map 28 containing approximately eleven acres and the second
shown as lot 32 on tax map 28 containing approximately four acres.
Lot 35 was acquired for non-payment of taxes and lot 32 was
conveyed to the town to be used as a recreational area for children.
The taxes on lot 35 have now been paid and lot 32 is not now being
used as a recreational area for children. As part of the settlement of a
lawsuit, the Selectmen recommend that lot 35 be conveyed to
Zepherine A. Chesbro as she has paid the taxes due, the lot was
acquired while the Town was unaware of her claim to title, and that
justice requires this conveyance. The Selectmen recommend that lot
32 be conveyed to Zepherine A. Chesbro as she represents herself to
be the sole heir at law of the donor.
ARTICLE 33
We, the Undersigned, ask that the following Article be placed on the
Warrant for the 1 985 Town Meeting to see if the Town will vote to
Adopt the following Petitioned Article pursuant to Chapter 31 :39(l)
NHRSA:
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following:
"As the traffic on Meetinghouse Road is already so
heavy as to be dangerous to the residents of Bedford
who walk, drive or ride school buses on Meetinghouse
Road, and is detrimental to the character of the
historic district through which it runs, shall all commer-
cial developments, the building permit for which has
not been issued by February 1, 1985, be prohibited




To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance.
I. Definition and Application
Any motor vehicle for hire, used or to be used for the conveyance
of persons from place to place within the Town shall be deemed a
taxicab within the meaning of this by-law, except a motor vehicle
designed to carry eight (8) or more persons from a fixed place to
places of interest about the Town, and motor vehicle collecting fares
by tickets or coupons sold for interstate transportation.
II. Business License
(a) License required. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or
corporation to engage in the business of operating a taxicab in the
Town of Bedford without first having secured a license therefor.
(b) Application. Application for a license to engage in the business
of operating a taxicab or taxicabs shall be made to the Town Clerk




The name, home address, home phone number, business
address, business phone number of theapplicant and the
name and address of the owner of any motor vehicle to be
used in the operation of the business;
(2) Trade name under which the applicant proposes to do
business;
(3) A description, including the license and registration num-
ber, of any motor vehicle to be used in the operation of
the business;
(4) A certificate of insurance that the applicant has been
issued an insurance policy by an insurance company
licensed to do business in the State of New Hampshire,
protecting the licensee and the Town from all claims for
damages to property and bodily injury, including death
which may arise from operations under or in connection
with the license; such insurance shall name the Town as
an additional insured and shall provide that the policy
shall not terminate or be cancelled prior to the expiration
date except with thirty (30) days advance written notice to
the Town; such policy shall provide coverage in the
amounts of one million dollars ($1 ,000,000.00) for personal
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injury and five hundred thousand dollars($500,000.00)
for property damage; and in addition, the application for a
license shall include;
(5) A description of the proposed location of the business
and a certificate from the building department that the
business location is consistent with the zoning ordinance.
III. Application fee
Each application for a license shall be submitted with a fee of
twenty-five dollars ($25.00) plus ten dollars ($1 0.00) for each vehicle.
IV. License fee
The fee for the initial license shall be the application fee. The fee
for each annual renewal shall be twenty-five dollars ($25.00) plus ten
dollars ($10.00) for each vehicle.
V. License
The license shall be an annual license expiring on April thirtieth
of each year. Renewal of each license must be requested at least five
(5) working days prior to expiration each year. Each license issued
pursuant to this by-law shall be conspicuously displayed.
VI. Taximeter required; exceptions
(a) Every taxicab in the Town shall be equipped with a mechanical
instrument or device commonly called a taximeter, approved by the
sealer of weights and measures, by which the charge for hire of such
taxicab is mechanically calculated and on which such charge is
shown by clear and distinct figures under adequate light.
(b) Cars for hire used for conveying passengers for attendance
at marriages, funerals, christenings, orfor use in ceremonial parades
need not be equipped with a taximeter.
VII. Taximeters to be tested and approved
All taximeters shall be tested and approved by the sealer of
weights and measures during the month of April of each year, also
when tires are replaced on any taxicab, or at any other time that he
may require it.
VIII. Operation of taximeters
Every taximeter shall only be operated with the flag on mileage
position while conveying a passenger or passengers and only on
time position when the taxicab is standing or waiting in accordance
with the provisions of this by-law. Notaximeter shall be changed from
mileage to time operation while standing at traffic-control signals, or
during delay caused by congested traffic conditions.
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IX. Records requirement
Each duly licensed taxicab company shall be required to keep a
log detailing, at the minimum, on a daily basis the time and place of
each pickup, the time and place of each discharge and the fare
charged therefor. The log is to be maintained in duplicate and a copy
forwarded to the police department on or before July 10, 1985, for
the period ending June 30 and quarterly thereafter.
X. Rate cards
Upon the issuance of a license for a taxicab, the licensee shall
receive from the Town Clerk a card upon which the established rates
shall be plainly printed. Each rate card issued shall be conspicuously
displayed in every taxicab so that it can be seen by a passenger in
either day or night.
XI. Consent of first passenger needed for carrying others
(a) No operator of a taxicab shall carry any person other than the
passenger first employing his cab without the consent of the first
passenger.
(b) Any taxicab agent, before directing a second passenger to a
taxicab employed, shall ask the person first employing the taxicab if
he consents to another passenger or passengers.
XII. Taxicab driver's license
(a) License required. No person shall drive a taxicab unless he
shall have secured a license therefor as herein provided.
(b) The license fee for the driver of a taxicab shall be ten dollars
($10.00) annually, the applicant to furnish a two-inch by two-inch
(2x2) photograph to be mounted on the license.
(c) Each license to drive a taxicab shall expire on April thirtieth of
each year. Renewal of each license must be requested at least five
(5) working days prior to expiration each year.
(d) Each license issued to drive a taxicab shall have a photo-
graph of the person to whom it was issued mounted thereon, and the
license number assigned to him together with his name, address and
personal description.
(e) No such license shall be issued to any person who is not
competent to operate a motor vehicle or who is not familiar with the
traffic laws and ordinances.
(f) The license of a driver of a taxicab shall at all times be
conspicuously displayed in the cab operated by the driver so that it
can be seen by a passenger in either day or night.
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XIII. Prohibited Conduct
The holder of a license to engage in the business of operating a
taxicab and the holder of a license to drive a taxicab shall not:
(a) Operate or allow the operation of a taxicab in which the
driver's license is not displayed;
(b) Operate or allow the operation of a taxicab in violation of any
of the provisions of the highway laws of New Hampshire or of the
ordinances of the Town of Bedford regulating traffic;
(c) Operate or allow the operation of a taxicab in which a rate
card is not displayed;
(d) Operate or allow the operation of a taxicab with an inaccurate
meter.
XIV. Penalty for Violations
Any person who shall violate any provisions of this by-law shall
upon conviction thereof be fined not more than one hundred dollars
($1 00.00). Every day that a violation continues after the person has
received notice of the existence of the condition that constitutes the
violation shall be deemed a separate offense.
XV. Revocation of License
In addition to any penalty imposed, The Board of Selectmen may
revoke such license to engage in the business of operating a taxicab
and such license to drive a taxicab for any violation of this by-law or of
any Town ordinances or by-laws or state statutes regulating the
conduct of such business.
To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees and other
Officers therefore chosen and to transact any other business that
may legally come before said meetings.
Given under our hands and seal, this day of February in the year









REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN
TO THE TOWN OF BEDFORD
1 984 was an eventful year for Bedford with to town govvernment.
Despite a changing membership on the Board of Selectmen, business
continued as usual, with projects-in-progress moving forward and
new plans developing.
In March, incumbent Selectman Clifford Clark was replaced by
newly-elected Jane Melendy, the first woman to be elected to the
Bedford Board of Selectmen. In December, the Town was the
resignation of long-time member Aubrey Robinson, and finished out
the year with a two person Board. On behalf of the people of Bedford,
we wish to thank Cliff and Aubrey for their years of dedicated service
to the Town, and we would like to welcome Jane to the Board.
Last year we reported to you plans to secure a local Post Office,
and plans to establish a committee on the handicapped, as we are
pleased to report that both these efforts have been successful. The
Town of Bedford will finally have its own Post Office, which will open
in January of 1 985 and be located on Palomino Drive off South River
Road. The Selectmen's Advisory Committee on the Handicapped
was established in the Spring of 1 984, and has accomplished several
projects in an effort to bring the Town into full compliance with
Federally mandated standards. The Committee completed an exten-
sive evaluation of Town operations and facilities, developed a
grievance procedure, made recommendations for non-structural
changes, and developed a "transition plan" which describes recom-
mendations for structural changes necessary for handicapped
accessibility.
In other matters related to Town buildings, the Bedford Town Hall
has been approved for entry into the National Register of Historic
Places. The National Register is a program of the National Park
Service which identifies the Nation's properties worthy of preservation.
In order to be listed, a building must have a special historical
significance, or it must represent distinctive characteristics of a type,
period or method of construction. Listing of the Town Hall in the
National Register will make Bedford eligible for building preservation
grants and will enable us to secure the protective services of the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
At the March 1984 Town meeting, the proposed Town Office
Building/Police Station was defeated by a mere 15 votes. We will
continue to work for the passage of that proposal because we
strongly believe that such a plan is in the best interests of the Town of
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Bedford. Problems with the present facility continue to grow and
further delays will only result in the eventual solution being more
costly than it might be if we act promptly.
We are pleased to report that after nearly a full year of operating
our new sewer system and river crossing facilities to the Wastewater
Treatment Plant, we have not experienced any major problems. The
operational responsibilities of this facility have been incorporated
into the functions of the Public Works and Highways Department.
The "user charge" rates rates are relatively high due to the small area
served at this time, however they do appear adequately designed to
provide a self-supporting service within this general area of
our community.
The Town landfill dump site has been of concern to usfor several
years due to the natural "tight soils" and the possibility of some
contamination of the storm drainage run-off to adjacent down stream
areas. We will therefore recommend that Bedford join our surrounding
communities (Tricounty Solid Waste District) and commit our solid
waste disposal to the proposed Solid Waste Recover Facility (Citizen/
Vicon) to be located in Manchester. Under this program, we would
ultimately construct a "transfer station" at our existing landfill site
and transport our refuse to the new incinerator facility for disposal,
starting in 1987.








Given the myriad items that are reduced to numbers in this Annual
Report, we feel that a discussion of several topics would be helpful:
- Town Employee compensation has been the subject of much
debate. The focus has been essentially twofold:
The relative compensation for ostensibly comparable positions
within the town departments and compensation as compared to
that in other communities as well as in the private sector.
The situation doesn't lend itself readily to facile, apples with apples,
comparisons and this committee is still seeking the development of
clear, accurate guidelines, fair to both taxpayer and town employee
alike.
- We have requested the department heads to take a considered
look into the future as to their departments' roles in providing
services to the town. How they foresee needs evolving and how they
can best prepare to meet them, are among the issues we would
like addressed.
-We have budgeted $1 0,000.00 for counsulting services to objective-
ly evaluate how cost effectively town departments operate.
-The proposed town office building is budgeted at $1 ,200,000.00, a
20% increase over last year's $1,000,000,000, for essentially the
same facility.
We are not pleased with this figure, particularly in light of an inflation
rate of less than 5% and building material price increases of a similar
magnitude. We have included the figure in the recommended column
primarily to allow the taxpayers an opportunity to discuss the issues
and vote on it.
We feel the present office/police station facility is increasingly
inadequate and that some improved facility is warranted. However,
we are not comfortable with the dollar amount of the new facility
proposed or with the lack of lucid presentation of the alternatives
considered which led to the choice of the present course of action.
20
-We are having some graphs prepared which will show both the town
and school district costs over a period of years to give the taxpayer a
context for where we have been as well as some projections for
the future.
- Admittedly, the budgetary process lacks the drama of Dynasty;
none the less, we would encourage wider citizen involvement both at
School District and Town Meeting. This would be a positive step
toward genuine community consensus as to spending priorities and
tend to limit the adverse impact on taxes of special interest votes.
Remember, we are all "shareholders" in this democracy.




Representatives to the General court
AnnaS. Van Loan Term Expires 1 986
Leslie Burns Term Expires 1 986
Richard Stonner Term Expires 1986
Mary Shriver Term Expires 1 986
Moderator
Eugene Van Loan, III
Selectmen
Resigned 12/1/84)Aubrey G. Robinson, Jr
Alfred J. Lambert
Jane E. Melendy








Aubrey G. Robinson, Jr.
Treasurer
George TWiggin, Jr.




Director of Public Works
Armand Dugas










































































H. Richard Spurway, Alternate
Donald Folsom, Alternate




























Eugene Van Loan, Jr.
Clark Gott
William Morrison










Eugene Van Loan, Jr., Chairman
Urban Landini
Dorothy Bowers
Jane E. Melendy (ex-officio)
Charles Colpitts (Planning Board Member)









Forest Fire Warden & Fire Chief
Ralph M. Wiggin, Jr.
Budget Committee
Thomas Riley Term Expires 1 985 / UH
Wi lliam Earnshaw
(
g<lX~ a^<>-*~*< Term Expires 1985
Edward Moran, Jr., Chairman Term Expires 1 986
LeoGauthier Term Expires 1986
Ff-ancis-DaAris Term Expires 1 987
David Quinn Term Expires 1 987
Margaret Comiskey (School Board)
A l fred Lambert (Selectman) ^}aa~~(Z £So-+^
Building Inspector & Health Officer
Robert J. Marceau
Judges of District Court
Charles F. Morrill, Justice






N. Suzanne Tyrie, Chairman Term Expires 1 985
Earl Legacy Term Expires 1 985
Margaret Comiskey Term Expires 1 986
Mary Ann Strong Term Expires 1 987
M. Elaine Tefft Term Expires 1 987
School District Moderator
Eugene Van Loan, III Term Expires 1 986
School District Treasurer
H. Richard Spurway Term Expires 1 986
School District Clerk
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
1984
Town Officer's salaries
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUE AND CREDITS
Resident Taxes 60,760
National Bank Stock Taxes 500
Yield taxes 10,023
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 28,000
Inventory Penalties 2,800
Land Use Change Tax 63,750
Welfare Tax Liens 1 7,095
Shared Revenue Block Grant 126,887
Highway Block Grant 125,343
Reimb a/c State-Federal-Forest Land 339
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 725,000
Dog Licenses 6,536
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 22,707
Miscellaneous Income 8,000
Building Permits 45,000
Income From Departments 59,309
Rent of Town Property 870
Sewer Rental 2,118
Special Police 35,000
Interest on Deposits 1 42,493
Sale on Town Property 1 0,1 50
Manchester Transit 12,093
Insurance Refunds 29,519
Income from Water and Sewer 17,045
Revenue Sharing Fund 67,120
Fund Balance 300,000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,918,560
Total Town Appropriations 3,008,940
Total Revenues and Credits 1 ,91 8,560
Net Town Appropriations 1,090,380
Net School Tax Assessment 6,141,665
County Tax Assessment 676,934
Total of Town, School and County 7,908,979
DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. 238,532
ADD War Service Credits 52,400
ADD Overlay 244,843
Property Taxes to be Raised 7,967,690
Taxes to be committed Collector 7,967,690
Less: War Credits 52,400
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT 7,91 5,290
35
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31 , 1 984: June 30, 1 985
Description Value
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 470,085.00
Furniture and Equipment 1 0,060.00
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings 309,630.00
Furniture and Equipment 1 26,000.00
3. Police Department, Municipal Buildings & Land 235,000.00
Equipment 47,010.00
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 120,700.00
Equipment 215,990.00
5. Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 44,470.00
Equipment 203,280.00
Materials and Supplies 95,290.00
6. Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 279,510.00
7. Schools, Lands and Buildings
Equipment 3,958.432.00
8. All Lands and Buildings acquired through
Tax Collector's Deeds
Richard Lots on Worthley Road 1 ,350.00
31 Acres Liberty Hill Road 1 5,500.00
Land on Nashua and Beals Road 6,750.00
2 Acres Fitts Land, Back River Road 750.00
1 Acre Hemlock Drive 2,400.00
Land Route 114 1,000.00
Land Tirrell Hill Road 2,400.00
Land Back River Road 1 3,800.00
Land Perry Road 2,402.00





ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
January 1 to December 31 , 1 984
Automobile Account
— Dr. -









221 New Dwellings 44,254.00
76 Additions and Small Bldgs. 2,478.00
1 3 Commercial Bldgs. 22,498.40
1 9 Commercial Additions & Renovations 4,003.50
31 Pools and Tennis Courts 822.00
139 Miscellaneous 3,561.00
TOTAL DEBITS $ 77,616.90
-Cr. -




March Elections & Recounts 69.00
September Primary 1000
TOTAL DEBITS $ 79.00
-Cr. -







Levy of 1 984
Int. coll. on Land Use change Taxes 62.82
Int. coll. on Yield Taxes 8.74
Int. coll. on Sewer Rental Taxes 1 50.68
Penalties coll. on Resident Taxes 339.00
7,066,280.15
Discount Allowed 1 28,430.07




Uncollected Taxes - December 31,1 984
(As per Collector's List)
Property Taxes 856,0 15.14
Resident Taxes 7,790.00
Land Use Change Taxes 3,000.00
Sewer Rental Taxes 27,583.05





Levy of 1 983
- Dr. —
Uncollected Taxes - January 1 , 1 984
Property Taxes $744,078.43
Resident Taxes 5,190.00
Land Use Change Taxes 3,500.99
Yield Taxes 1,147.50
Uncollected Taxes: December 31, 1984











Levy of 1 982
— Dr. —




Levy of 1 981
— Dr. —














Levy of 1 980
— Dr. —











Edith P. Schmidtchen, Tax Collector:







From Revenue Sharing Account
Lost and Cancelled Checks
Total Receipts
Balance January 1, 1984
Total
Total Checks Issued
Balance December 31 , 1 984
Revenue Sharing:
Account ASB#320889488
Balance January 1 ,
1
984
Received from US Treasury
Interest on Account
Transferred to General Account
Parks & Recreation Escrow:
Certificate #10648











































Balance January 1, 1984 $ 1,503.73
Received 100.00
Interest on Account 90.79 $ 1,694.52
Funds Held In Escrow:
Beals-Gage Girls Rd. Account
Account ASB#321 2551 92
ANB Certificate #18974
Received $ 88,000.00
Interest on Account 4,741.60 $ 92,741.60
William Morin
Account ASB#321021461
Balance January 1, 1984 $ 15,154.52
Interest on Account 963.91 $ 16,118.43
Patrick Cunan
Account ANB Certificate #18922
Received $ 18,000.00
Interest on Account 1,204.85 $ 19,204.85
Dan Dorgan
Account ASB#321 271 157
Received $ 1 6,000.00
Interest on Account 103.00




Interest on Account 30.91 $ 2,314.62
Balance on Hand December 31, 1984 $ 2,886,855.47
Respectfully Submitted,







Town's Share 7.0% 37,324.64




Town's Share 14.31% 58,392.05 58,392.05




Town's Share 1 5.02% 15,337 .ft 1




ANNUAL REPORT OF REVENUES COLLECTED AND
EXPENSES PAID AND UNEXPENDED REVENUES
For the Year Ending December 31 , 1 984
BALANCE OF UNEXPENDED TRUST FUND REVENUES
JANUARY 1, 1984
Checking Account
School Prize Speaking Fund Revenue 49.89
Savings Accounts
Prize Speaking Fund Revenue 2053.77
Library Funds Revenue 468.96
Church Fund Revenue 714.79
Cemetery Funds Revenue 1331.52
REVENUES COLLECTED
Interest - Prize Speaking Fund 375.98
Interest -Church Fund 1349.05
Interest - Library Fund 870.98
Interest -Cemetery Fund 2457.39
EXPENSES PAID
Bedford Presbyterian Church Fund 1 440.1
8
to Carol A. Smith, Treasurer
Bedford Public Library Fund 1 029.94
to George J. Fournier, Turstee
Bedford Center Old Cemetery Fund 41 7.47
to Ralph M. Wiggin, Jr., Treasurer
Town of Bedford for Cemetery Care 2493.30
to George T. Wiggin, Jr., Treasurer
Plants for four (4) cemetery lots 30.00
Prize Speaking Contest - McKelvie School 418.47
BALANCE OF UNEXPENDED TRUST FUNDS
AVAILABLE DECEMBER 31, 1984
Checking Account







Prize Speaking Fund Reserve 2011.18
Library Funds Reserve 310.00
Church Fund Revenue 623.66





























































































































































TRUST AND CAPITAL RESERVE FUND TOTALS
























REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY
1984
As Bedford's population approached 10,000 during 1984, the
Library's circulation of books, records, magazines, art prints and film
strips kept pace, rising to nearly 100,000.
The Community Room proved to be popular as well. One hundred
and eighty six meetings were held there last year, including the ses-
sions of the Adult Reading Group and the program on China and
Antarctica provided by the Friends of the Library.
The Friends sponsored the annual Wassail Party in December,
and through their membership dues and food and book sales, gave
three special gifts to the Library - a VCR, a microwave oven for the
Staff and a contribution toward new exterior signs.
Other gifts included more chairs for the Community Room given
by the Bedford Newcomer's Club, enlarged signs designating various
areas of the Library given by the Bedford Rotary Club, a VT 100
terminal given by a generous patron and many other gifts of books,
including a memorial from the Fletcher family in memory of
Walter Fletcher.
The Children's Room has had a full calendar this past year with a
variety of events including movies, field trips - this year to the
Worcester Science Museum, Polar Caves, Squam Lake Science
Center and Olde Salem - reading programs for preschoolers, K-2 and
during the summer, for ages 9-12, and a very successful Read-A-
Thon. Children's Librarian Deirdre Angwin and the children held a
Balloon Lunch to celebrate National Library Week. Every month
there are Arts & Crafts programs for children 9-1 2.
Bedford's dynamic Library Director, Frances Wiggin, in addition
to the many conferences and meetings she attended during the year,
was asked by the State Librarian to visit Dublin, Ohio and take a
computer tour to observe the Online Computer Library Catalog, Inc.,
known as OCLC.
The Bedford Library Staff are keeping up with new library tech-






ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
BEDFORD PUBLIC LIBRARY









































9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
12 Noon
Books on Accession December 31 , 1 983
Acquisitions during year














Total other Media owned by the
holdings of the majority of N.H. libraries since 1 980. Thus a patron, by
means of a terminal that was a gift to the Library, can find the location
of the book he or she is searching. The status of bills before the State
Legislature will be available to be researched by Spring.
In addition to our progress toward automation, we are constantly
striving to offer an up-to-date collection of reference books, current
books, recordings, prints, cassettes and periodicals.
We welcome suggestions from you, our public, as we continue
toward our goal of making your library one that is a comprehensive,
vital source of the most current information and one that you can be
proud of.
We have had several staff changes. Elisabeth Thacher, our circu-
lation librarian, resigned after 14 years of superior service. Betty
Folsom has been promoted to fill that position. Lorraine Jensen has
been hired as a part-time evening assistant. Shirley Parker, our page,
resigned in the Fall and was replaced by Heidi Hanson.
Along with the Trustees I would like to add my personal thanks to
all the clubs, citizens and Friends of the Library for their many gifts
this year. Their continuing generosity is deeply appreciated. A very
special thanks to the men of the Kiwanis Club who staff the library on
Sundays. This is certainly significant contribution to the community.
To the Trustees, Staff and volunteers, a large thank you for their







Year Ending December 31 , 1 984





























Bedford New comers Club - chairs for
Meeting Room $350.00
Bedford Rotary Club - materials for
visually handicapped 300.00
Walter Fletcher Family and other
memorial gifts 535.00 1,185.00

























Aubrey Robinson, Jr. Chairman (Resigned 12/84) $ 3,000.00
Alfred J. Lambert 2,900.00
Jane E. Melendy 2,800.00
Stanton E. Tefft Chairman (Appointed 1/85) -0-
Cliford Clark 580.00
Overseer of Welfare:
Aubrey Robinson, Jr. 500.00
Town Clerk and Tax Collector:
Edith P. Schmidtchen 21 ,487
Clerk of Trust Funds:
William P. Varney 500.00
Treasurer:





Aubrey G. Robinson, Jr. 900.00
Alfred J. Lambert 900.00
Jane E. Melendy 700.00
Clifford Clark 153.80
Stanton E. Tefft -0-
Other Expenses:
Salaries 72,929.00
Administrative Asst. Expenses 2,000.00
Audit 6,600.00






Office Equipment Maintenance & Repairs 1 ,745.00
Seminars & Conventions 940.00
Registry of Deeds (title search) 3,675.00




ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Appropriation: $13,220.00
Payroll (counters & moderator) 8,01 1 .00
Meals 891.00























Town assessing 1 5,636.00
Computer expenses
Professional appraisal & legal 8,661.00

















Postage, dues & fees 909.00
New Equipment 1,684.00
Replacement equipment 40,993.00
Maintenance and repairs 17,011.00















Supplies & misc. 3,205.00
Fees and dues 25.00




HIGHWAY, STREETS & BRIDGES
GENERAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT EXPENSES
Appropriation: $497,693.00










New furnace & insulation




Resurfacing & rebuilding roads 21 0,91 1 .00







Equipment maintenance & fuel 1 5,31 9.00
Telephone 326.00
Electricity 148.00
Sand & gravel 12,825.00
Chemicals 162.00
Landfill permits & misc. costs 770.00
TOTAL $ 76,726.00
DEBT SERVICE














Manchester Water Works - hydrant rental 24,380.00
TOTAL $24,380.00
FICA, RETIREMENT & PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS
Appropriation: $131,107.00









BUILDING INSPECTION & HEALTH
Appropriation: $35,860.00
Payroll (Bldg. Insp., Health & secretary) 31 ,779.00
Use of car 3,959.00
Bldg. Dept. Supplies & Postage 639.00
Telephone 707.00
Dues and Seminars 320.00




































Mutual of Omaha 467.00











N.H. Municipal Unemployment Compensation Fund 4,751.00
TOTAL $4,751.00
DISCOUNTS AND ABATEMENTS
Edith P. Schmidtchen, Collector
Abatements and discounts allowed
Abatements allowed by Selectmen$24,341 .48
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN




REPORT OF THE BEDFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT
In 1985 our activities continued to grow in most categories.
Motor vehicle accidents increased dramatically, almost 25%. I feel
the increase was due partly to the weather conditions of last winter
and partly to the increased amount of traffic in the town. One only has
to drive on Route 101 or Route 3 at 5: PM to see this increase.
Another area that continues to rise is burglary alarms. We
answered 20% more alarms in 1984 than in 1983. The increase is
due mainly to the increase in the number of homes and businesses
with alarms. We recommend the installation of alarms as a deterrent,
however the national average shows that 97% of the alarms are false.
We ask the cooperation of alarm owners in reducing that figure.
Of the major categories the third largest to increase was dog
complaints. More people, more dogs, it is as simple as that. I am
hoping to add a dog officer to the department so that the patrolmen
will be able to have more time for other police functions.
Although attempted residential burglaries went up, actual resi-
dential break-ins went down. This we feel was due to aggressive
patrol and co-operation of the citizenry who would call in suspicious
persons and vehicles. So please continue helping us. If you see any
suspicious activity, call us immediately.
Besides thanking the citizens, who continually support us, I wish
to thank my supervisory staff, detectives, patrol officers and office
staff for their dedicated work during the year. I also wish to thank the
various town departments with which we work, Emergency Dispatch,
Fire Department, Highway Department, Town Clerk's Office, Select-
man's office and other for their cooperation and support through
the year.
Again, as it has been in the past, it is our goal to make Bedford a
















































Assist To Bedford Fire Dept. 200
Assist To Bedford Rescue 219
Assist To Utilities 40
Assist To Other Police Dept. 191
Arson 3
Bomb Threat 3
Suspicious Person/Vehicle Complaint 523
Service Calls 600
Harassment/Telephone Complaints 1 06
Littering Complaints 52
Disabled Motor Vehicle Complaints 458
Truant Complaints 3
Businesses Checked (Open Windows/Doors Etc). 283
Vacant Houses Checked 540
Lost Dogs 144
Unlicensed Dogs 380




The Bedford Fire Department has responded to 635 calls during
1984. They include the following:
Building and house
FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
A new law passed by the State, states that smoke alarms to be
installed in all rental units means any residential unit in a building or
single family dwelling which provides permanent on transient living
facilities for one or more persons, which is occupied by tenants on a
rental basis. This term shall include, but not be limited to: hotels,
motels, dormitories, apartments, duplex units, room rented out of the
home of another and single family dwelling, so long as they are
rented. Every rental unit as defined shall be equipped with at least
one automatic fire warning devise powered by house electrical
service, such as plug-in type or hard-wired. Anyone buying and
operating a kerosene space heater must first obtain a permit from the
Fire Chief. Also, the Chief reminds anyone operating a kerosene,
wood of coal stove to be very careful. If burning wood, make sure you
keep your stove pipe and chimney clean. Always put your ashes in
metal containers and store outside. The Fire Department lends
chimney cleaning equipment, and fire extinguishers if you do not
already own them.
The Fire Department added two permanent firefighters in April,
bringing our force to five men. We also took delivery in June of a new
Mack 1 000 gal. pumper with a 2500 gal. water tank. This unit will be a
great benefit in areas where we have limited water supply.
As Fire Warden, I appreciate your continuing effort to obtain fire
permits before kindling outdoor fires. To all citizens of the town I
would like to remind you that the law states that there will be no
burning without a written permit from the Fire Department, except
when the ground is covered with snow. You may obtain a seasonal
permit for an incinerator or an outdoor fireplace, but no burning is
allowed between the daytime hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Violators may be charged for the cost of extinguishing the fire and
fined for starting a fire without a permit. You may obtain a permit from
the Fire Department at the station between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. Please check with the department if you have any ques-
tions. Our business number is 472-3219
As Chief, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the people
of our community for their generous gifts throughout the year.
Memorial gifts have been received from the families of several
deceased persons. We are most appreciative of this expression of
interest in the department. Also, the Bedford Newcomers' Club,
Bedford Junior Women's Club and the Bedford Women's Club for
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their continuing support to the Rescue Fund. My appreciation to the
firefighters of the department, central dispatch which has taken over
all dispatching for the department, and the Police Department for
their continuing support and help.
Smoke alarms save lives!
Respectfully submitted,
Ralph M. Wiggin, Chief
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REPORT OF THE TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Our first forest fire prevention law was enacted by our State
Legislature 90 years ago. This early law set in place a cooperative
forest fire prevention and suppression effort between city and town
governments and State government. It simply stated that no open fire
could be kindled, when the ground is free of snow, without the written
permission of the town/city Forest Fire Warden. This law also stated
that anyone kindling a fire without written permission shall be liable
for the damage caused and subject to a $1000 fine.
During the past 90 years, this law has worked so well that it has
remained unchanged. All open fires when the ground is not covered
with snow must be authorized by the local Forest Fire Warden.
Persons kindling a fire without a permit when one is required are
liable for damages caused, fire suppression costs and subject to a
$1000 fine.
This cooperative fire prevention law has contributed significantly
to our nationally recognized annual forest fire loss record.
BEDFORD PLANNING BOARD
1984 ANNUAL REPORT
The Bedford Planning Board had another busy year in 1 984 with
more than a full agenda at each month's public hearing.
Subdivisions approved resulted in the generation on approx-
imately250 new building lots forthe town. Non-residential site plans
were reviewed throughout the year with 8 of these plans approved for
construction.
On November30, 1 983 the Route 3 Corridor Study, commissioned
by the Town, was adopted by the Planning Board. Initial phases were
approved and funded at the 1984 Town Meeting, and additional
phases are to be considered at the 1 985 Town Meeting. Negotiations
continue with the State for the necessary highway improvements
outlined in the study.
The Planning Board has asked for the appropriations necessary
to update the Town Master Plan, and this request will be presented at
this year's Town Meeting.
1 985 promises to again create a heavy work load for the board.
Already, several majorsubdivisionsand several commercial develop-
ments are before the Board.
Public hearings are held on the first Monday of each month, and






BEDFORD BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
During 1984, the Board of Adjustment met monthly and pro-
cessed 46 applications for variances and special exceptions.
In March 1 984, the town voted in accordance with New Hampshire
law to provide for the appointment of the Board of Adjustment by the
Selectmen. The members of the Board of Adjustment were previously
elected. The present members of the Board of Adjustment, as
appointed by the Selectmen, are: Bruce Biscornet, Richard Como,
Paul Harrington, John Reilly, and Ray Walker. John Reilly served as
chairman and Dick Como was elected clerk.
Charles Abbe, Robert Eaton, and Earl Tryder retired from board
participation during the year. Each have served the Board of Adjust-
ment and the Town of Bedford well and their participation will
be missed.
The Board of Adjustment meets on the third Tuesday of each





Bedford Historic District Commission
The Historic District Commission had an active year, meeting
every month except one. In addition, several special meetings were
called to accommodate some residents who were unabletomeetthe
deadlines of the regular meetings and coordinate the services of
extremely busy construction contractors when needed. The members
also made several on-site inspections of proposed changes in buildings.
Plans for two new houses were approved in the district and 1
2
additions or changes to existing dwellings. Action was taken on com-
mercial signage at the Bedford Village Shops and one change in a
commercial building was approved.
During the year, Ann Remus resigned as chairman and was re-
placed by Eugene Van Loan, Jr. She found it necessary to take a
temporary leave of absence, but has now returned to duty on the
Commission. Jane Melendy replaced Alfred Lambert as the Select-
men's representative on the Commission. Dorothy Bowers was
appointed to a 3-year term, replacing Norman Stahl whose term
expired.
There are still some residents living in the District who are un-
aware of the fact that they have certain obligations and restrictions
created by the provisions of the Historic District. The Commission
contemplates notifying all residents residing withing the District of
the terms and provisions of the regulations to which they have be-
come subject.
The Commission is aware of the fact that there are many houses
of historic significance which are not within the bounderies of the
district and might wish to be included within the district. However,
because of their scattered geographical location, it would seem im-
practical to expand the zone to such an extent. The Commissioners
are investigating the requirements to have some of our historic
homes entered on the rolls of the National Register of Historic Places.
Information will be made available to those residents whose homes





Although the activities have increased within the Health Depart-
ment, I am pleased to report that the appointment of Gerard Vallee as
Deputy Health Officer in April of 1984 has been very helpful in
maintaining an efficient department.
Mr. Vallee and myself are also pleased to report that the food
service establishments are operating in an acceptable manner in
respect to the State of New Hampshire Sanitary Food Code.
I predict that there will be an increase again in 1 985, and I thank
the Board of Selectmen and Budget Committee for their support in
providing me with some assistance.
A reminderto everyone that if you have any suspicions or wish to








Food Service Licenses Issued 55
Child Caring Agencies (licenses, renewals & new) 1
5
Failed Septic Systems 34
Comaplaints filed with Health Dept. 3




Good times continue to roll and Bedford had its share of
prosperity during 1 984. The Town continues to be a number one area
for residential and commercial development. Building permit valu-
ations show $47,146,456 in new construction during 1984.
221 new single family building permits were issued with a close
average of $150,000 cost per home, and an approximate total of
552,500 square feet in new single family dwellings.
Commercial development is progressing steadily with 28 com-
mercial building permits (10 new buildings and 18 renovations or
additions). With most of the development showing up on Route 3 and
with Route 101 trailing close behind, 246,681 square feet in new
buildings and 21,596 square feet in new additions was seen in 1984.
The 1 984 commercial and residential building activity has been
the busiest for Bedford ever, and it is expected to continue at the
same levels in 1 985 and 1 986. The 1 984 "re-boom" has seen most of
the residential building taking place west of Wallace Road, an area
that is zoned approximately 99% residential-agricultural. I expect
that this location will continue to be the "boom area" for single
family homes.
Ultimately, no matter how swiftly the Town "grows", I would like to
take this opportunity to "commend" our Planning Board. They have
had the responsibility to insure the long range planning needs of our
community and have spent countless hours reviewing subdivision
and site plans. Our safety, health and welfare is a number one
concern of our Planning Board. We have a "Top Shelf" Planning























Art. 24- building without a permit 425.00
Total fees collected $78,041.90
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REPORT OF THE PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
The Parks & Recreation Commission in 1984 helped support
many new activities in Bedford.
Of major importance was the organization of the Bedford Friends
of Recreation group. Lead by Paul Toolin its President, they worked
with the Commission to bring to Bedford a better recreation program
for both young and old.
A twenty station jogging/exercise track has been installed. The
track was a joint effort of the Elliot Hospital, Bedford Rotary Club and
Bedford Friends of Recreation.
Little League had another banner year with a total of over one
thousand boys and girls participating. Soccer also had an outstanding
year with thirty three teams playing.
The pool started a new adult only swim program in the evenings
which was well attended. Over 125 children participated in the
Bedford Swim Team program A new diving board contributed by the
Bedford Men's Club added fun for all users of the pool.
As was noted in last year's report, the Parks & Recreation Com-
mission members spend many hours with these various groups in
setting up schedules. It is the Commission's request that a new staff
member be added in the summer to coordinate all activities at the
recreation area.
John Wood, Chairman
Parks & Recreation Commission
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1 984 ANNUAL REPORT
The approving vote for the revised Wetlands Conservation Dis-
trict on March 13, 1984, was a major step taken to protect the
wetlands in Bedford. The main task now is to ensure that the
ordinance provisions are understood and applied. Some sites and
soils are not easily classified and must be evaluated carefully and ob-
jectively. The Planning Board with the help of the Soil Conservation
Service must render such decisions and maintain the integrity
of the ordnance.
A spring work day to improve and develop Pulpit Rock trails was
extremely successful. Dave Collins of Back River Road and the Pulpit
Rock Committee evaluated the work required, divided it into tasks,
and made organizational assignments for accomplishment. Town
organizations and individuals including the Junior Women's Club,
Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts, Lions Club, Rotary Club, Men's Club, and
PTG built pedestrian bridges, cut brush and trees, and collected and
disposed of debris. The concluding pleasure was the enthusiastic
consumption of the picnic lunch provided by the Junior Women's
Club with donations from Allegro's Star Market, Schonlands, and
Lafayette Beverages.
Commission representatives attended the annual meeting of the
N.H. Association of Conservation Commissions. The program agenda
stressed the growing public concern about protection of ground
water resources. Some New Hampshire towns have initiated zoning
ordinances to provide controls on industrial development in order to
protect area ground water specifically.
Routine inspections of the Bedford sanitary landfill this summer
by the Bureau of Solid Waste, Division of Health Services, Depart-
ment of Health and Welfare, N.H., reported that (1 ) the sanitary landfill
leachate was breaking out and contaminating the surface stream
emanating from the southwesterly portion of the landfill and (2) that
refuse was being placed in excavations on bedrock or in ground
water. The Bureau criterion requires maintaining 10 feet of soil cover
above the seasonal high ground water table. A 1 980 report by the
N.H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission (in cooperation
with the Bureau of Solid Waste) concluded that tests of the three
monitor wells at the eastern edge of the landfill tract established that
a plume of leachate had already reached the property perimeter. It
also reiterated the design requirementfor 1 0feet of soil cover above
the seasonal high ground water table. A December 1984 test for
organic volatile substances in the leachate of the monitoring wells
revealed identifiable concentrations of benzene and chlorobenzene.
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One of the Bureau of Solid Waste reports stipulates that the site
needs an operational plan and additional exploration to determine
the seasonal high ground water table and surface stream areas and
to establish measures to control and minimize site runoff, leachate
seeps, and flows into onsite brooks and streams. This Commission
has included the sum of $25,000 in the proposed budget to conduct
the necessary investigation and develop the needed operational
plan to protect our surface and ground water quality. These services,
to be provided by an engineering concern, will be selected through a
bidding process.
Plans are being discussed to collect and dispose properly of
unwanted household toxic wastes such as solvent, paints, pesticides,
petroleum products, etc., which are contaminants that should be
neutralized and disposed of commercially and not placed in the
landfill. The cost of the program is currently unknown, but assistance
from community service organizations will be essential to organize
and shoulder the financial burden.
The protective plexiglas on the display exhibit at Pulpit Rock was
destroyed by vandals and replaced this fall with the tougher lexan
provided by the Junior Women's Club and installed by the William J.





SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
Bedford's membership in the Southern New Hampshire Planning
Commission provides the Selectmen and the Planning Board with
access to a variety of extremely cost-effective staff services that are
available to help them deal numerous planning and planning-related
concerns.
Staff services rendered under the Commission's local assistance
program consist of (1) those which the Commission believes are
important enough to warrant a general notification of all member
communities and (2) those which are specifically requested by
municipal officials in accordance with locally-determined priorities.
Local assistance services provided to the Town of Bedford
during the past year included:
• At the request of the Board of Selectmen, updated the Town
base map (roads and highways). This required the drafting of
newroad alignments, typesetting road names, preparing the
final layout (art work) and appropriate reduction for printing;
• Updated the Town zoning map as requested by the Selectmen.
Work involved was similar to that done for the new base map;
• At the request of the Selectmen, researched and prepared
written documentation needed to support the nomination of
the Bedford Town Hall for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places;
• Advised the Board of Selectmen as to the statutory provisions
governing the establishment of an industrial development
council;
• Prepared ballot articles for the Planning Board relative to pro-
posed zoning amendments to help implement recommenda-
tions contained in the "U.S. Route 3 Corridor Study" for
consideration by the 1984 annual Town meeting;
• Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series to which
Bedford officials were invited;
• Provided the Planning Board with guidelines concerning new
statutory requirements pertaining to the scheduling and notice
of public hearings on proposed amendments to the zoning
ordinance and building code in preparation for the March,
1985 annual Town meeting; and
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• Co-sponsored the Natural Resources Lecture Series conducted
by the Strafford and Rockingham counties Conservation Districts
and Cooperative Extension Service.
Bedford's representatives on the Commission are:
Board of Commissioners: Mr. Eugene M. Van Loan, Jr.
Mr. Alfred Lambert
Executive Committee: Mr. Eunege M. Van Loan, Jr.
Metropolitan Manchester
Transportation Planning
Policy Committee: Mr. Eugene M. Van Loan, Jr.
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REPORT OF THE DISPATCH CENTER
The Dispatch Center has again served us well in 1984. I would
like to thank the four full time dispatchers and all the others who
helped out, as this is a thankless job.
In an attempt to improve services for the town as of November 1
,
1 984 the dispatch center is now handeling all emergency phone and
radiocommunicationsforthe Fire Dept. on a24 hourbasis. Againthis
year we have had an increase of between 75 and 100 new alarm
systems installed in Bedford, both Commercial and Residential.
We are in hopes of improving Emergency Services even more in




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
The Supervisors of the Checklist report that 1 029 new registra-
tions were recorded in 1 984. This represents an increase of Republicans
from 3,033 to 3,488; Democrats from 1 ,450 to 1 ,771 ; and Independ-
ents from 1 ,565 to 1 ,81 8 for a total of 7,077 voters.
Residents are urged to register by filling out aform with theTown
Clerk at the Town Clerk Offices from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday through
Friday. Proof of age and residency is required.
Voters wishing to change their party affiliation may do so at the
Town Office or when the Supervisors schedule open sessions which
are mandated bylaw. In 1 984, 14 sessions were held. These sessions
are held on Tuesday evenings and Saturday mornings. Notices of
dates and times are posted on the Town Office's Information Board,
the Town Library Bulletin Board and published in the Bedford
Bulletin and Union Leader.
The Supervisors thank Edith Schmidtchen, Town Clerk, and her







PUBLIC WORKS & HIGHWAYS DEPT.
We are pleased to provide the following brief outline of activities
of this department during the past year.
HIGHWAY DIVISION Our Town highway system has again been
extended in mileage through the construction and addition of new
streets servicing approved new residential subdivision developments.
This continuing annual growth (by several miles each year) in our
road system has reflected a budgetary need for item increases
beyond the normal inflationary trend. In this regard, it has been
difficult to prevent a gradual decline in some of our "on-going" road
maintenance programs and services. An example of this concern can
be seen in the need to annually extend the over-time use of
personnel and equipment to a degree whereby substantial expansion
of the department appears eminent.
The following major Town road upgrading and resurfacing pro-
jects were completed during the past summer months.
Smith Road 5,800 Lin. Ft. Bedford Center Road 5,200 Lin. Ft.
Meetinghouse Road 2,200 Lin. Ft. Chandler Road 1,100 Lin. Ft.
Worth ley Road 1,200 Lin. Ft. Rundlett Hill Road 3,400 Lin. Ft.
Cambridge Road 2,100 Lin. Ft. Liberty Hill Road 3,500 Lin. Ft.
Essex Road 500 Lin. Ft.
Additionally, many roads received major repair work at specifical-
ly deteriorated areas. An initial section of a major new storm drainage
system was constructed on Plummer Road. Appropriated funds in
the amount of $50,000. have been escrowed (Town portion) for two
intersection improvements on Route #3 (So. River Road) and en-
gineering funds for possible improvements at the intersection of
Back River Road.
LANDFILL DIVISION Our solid waste landfill dump site continues
to expand commensorate with our continuing population increases.
Our proposed budget this year has been increased to allow us to
provide substantially more sand and cover material. It should be
noted that landfill technology has been changing from year to year in
an attempt to cope with increasing concerns for possible environ-
mental contamination. Primarily on this basis of danger, we are
currently proposing that the Town agree to a 20 year contract and
become a "participating community" in the proposed Solid Waste
Resource Recovery Facility to be constructed in Manchester, with a
planned start-up date in 1987. Under this program the existing land-
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fill site would be converted to a TRANSFER STATION and refuse
would be transported to the private facility for disposal. The facility
will incinerate the refuse and generate electricity from the steam by-
product, defraying some of the community disposal cost. The initial
"Tipping Fee", estimated at $8.60 perton of refuse, will only increase
on the basis of an agreed upon indicator of inflation.
SEWER DIVISION Our newly constructed municipal wastewater
sewer system is currently approaching the initial full year of operation.
While the system requires daily attention and control adjustments in
the river crossing facilities, we have not encountered and major
deficiencies in design. We have had several privately financed sewer
line extensions of service and are currently handling a volume
capacity nearing 100,000 gallons per day.
The daily technical aspects of this operation are being performed
by one f ulltime sewer technician with some part-time assistance. The
records and bookkeeping procedures, as well as the quarterly sewer
user billings, have been incorporated into the functions of the Public
Works office.
MISCELLANEOUS This office has continued to provide technical
and engineering services to several other departments, boards and
commissions. Additionally, we have continued to provide construction
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UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF:
1983 1982
Amero, Heirs of Harold E.
Brooks, Marlene C.
Brooks, Robert H.
Burns, Michael & Susan
Clark, Grenville III
Clark, Grenville III




Kelley, Tucker & Conway
Dunn, Chiesa, Yakovakis
Kelley, Tucker & Conway
Fournier, George & Charlotte
Gatsas Trustee, Theodore L.
Gopsill, Thomas & Merrelyn
Hanover Hill Bldg. & Dev. Corp.,
Hanover Hill Bldg. & Dev. Corp.,
Hanover Hill Bldg. & Dev. Corp.,
Hanover Hill Bldg. & Dev. Corp.,
Harvell, Phillip
Healy Tree Trimming, Inc.
Healy Tree Trimming, Inc.
Healy Tree Trimming, Inc.
Healy Tree Trimming, Inc.
Mandeville, Gloria
Marceau, Robert
McCabe, Heirs of Donald D.
Montauk Management, Inc.





Shurnoff, Wm., Heirs of
Tarbell, Robert & Laurel
Tarbell, Robert & Laurel
Tarbell, Robert & Laurel
Tessier, Jeannette, Heirs of
Tessier, Jeannette, Heirs of
United Drywall, Inc.
Walsh, Richard & Sandra
Wood, John & Leolyn






































Town of Bedford, N.H.
ANNUAL REPORTS
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31 , 1 984
SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORTS











N. Suzanne Tyrie 1985
Earl Legacy 1 985
Margaret Comiskey 1986
Elaine Tefft 1987




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of School District in the Town of Bedford, New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the McKelvie School in said
district on the 1 2th day of March 1 985, at 7:00 in the forenoon to act
upon the following questions:
1
.
To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
2. Should the District permit the use of alcoholic beverages on
School District Property at adult functions?
YES NO
The polls will be open from 7:00 A.M. and will be close no earlier
than 6:30 P.M.
















TO THE CITIZENS OF BEDFORD:
The Bedford School Board again enrolled the help of citizens,
administrators, parents and teachers in studying major issues of
concern:
A Program Review Committee was charged with providing the Board
with information on:
1. A longer school day or longer school year.
2. The best way to provide curriculum development.
3. The existence of more economical or practical ways to transport
elementary, middle and high school students than our current
practice.
4. Current programs being taught that are required, desirable or
not required.
5. Programs that should be added, modified or eliminated.
6. Whether neighborhood schools are desirable or feasible?
During negotiations it became evident that teachers in Bedford were
concerned for the future of their profession. A Teachers Needs
Committee was established to address issues facing teachers and
schools. Major topics under discussion are:
1
.
Establishment of a career-ladder with different roles for beginning
teachers, experienced teachers and master teachers.
2. Ways of attracting quality teachers to our community as well as
maintaining incentives to retain our veteran teachers.
3. Prospect of year round employment or extended year employment.
4. Salary incentives such as merit pay to encourage excellence.
New Hampshire schools now face major shortages of qualified
teachers in some subject areas and could face shortages in many
more areas in the near future. The quality of the teachers we attract
and retain to teach our children will be dependent on how we address
these issues and on whether we look at educational spending as an
expenditure or an investment.
A broad-based committee met throughout the year to review the
procedures for the placement of first year students in the Bedford
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Public School system. The Board approved the committee's
recommendations that:
1. Public information is needed. An understanding of expectations
of incoming students is imperative.
2. An extensive program of screening needs to be provided for first
year entrants.
3. More information needs to be gathered by the placements team,
prior to a decision.
4. A feasibility study for a Public Kindergarten needs to be under-
taken as soon as possible.
A survey of this year's first grade parents showed overwhelming
approval of the entrance procedures. We are greatly appreciative of
all the time and efforts that went into achieving this approval.
The Board wishes to thank all those who unselfishly gave of their time
and talents to serve their schools this past year. Their service will
benefit all children who attend our schools.
Bruce Bridges resigned from the Bedford School Board this year. We
were fortunate to have Earl Legacy agree to finish the unexpired term.
The Board has greatly benefited from Mr. Legacy's past experience
as a budget committee and school board member.
Bedford continues to grow and this is putting space pressures on the
school buildings. The Memorial and Peter Woodbury sites are builtto
capacity. While the McKelvie site allows room for expansion, the
School Board continues to feel that additional land will be needed in
the future. The School Board has commissioned a local realtor to
locate a suitable property to meet these future needs. He is actively
working on this project.
It has been my pleasure to serve on the Bedford School Board for
nine years. I leave with a genuine respect forthe "Leadership Team"
and the many teachers who have continually shown their dedication
and caring for children. I applaud their sense of responsibility, their
willingness to hear and respond to the wishes of the community, their
vision and their professionalism.
Bedford parents and citizens have a right to be proud of their schools.
N. Suzanne Tyrie




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Bedford,
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the McKelvie School in said
district on Thursday, March 14, 1985, at 7:30 P.M. in the evening to
act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE I. To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1 1 9,000 as a deficiency appropriation, said
sum to be made available to the School Board and School District
prior to June 1 5, 1 985. Said sum to exceed the 1 984-85 appropria-
tion by $119,000 for the purpose of paying the increase in high
school tuition to Manchester.
ARTICLE II. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of the school district and agents and for the statutory
obligations of the district.
ARTICLE III. To see if the District will vote to authorize the
School Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
by the school district meeting, money from any source which
becomes available during the fiscal year provided it meets all
conditions of RSA 198:20-b.




















































































112-10 EXT CONTRACT DW EL/SALARY
112-16 ELEM TEACHER/SALARY/ PW
112-17 ELEM TEACH SALARY-MS
112-16 READING/SPEC&TEACH/SALARY/PW
112-17 READING/ SALARY/ SPEC&TEACH/MS
112-22 READING SPEC/SALARY/MCK
112-22 EXT CONTRACT/ SALARY/MCK
112-00 COMPUTER ED TEACH/ SAL/DW
112-22 FOREIGN LANG-TEACH-MCK
114-10 MATH TUTORS/SALARY
122-10 SEP/TUTORING-REG ELEM EDUC
122-16 SUBSTITUTES/SALARY/PW
122-17 SUBSTITUTES/ SALARY/MS






•440-22 PHYS ED/EQUIP REPAIRS/MCK
•440-22 HOME EC-REPAIRS/MCK








451-22 ENVIR ED-RENTAL OF SITE/MCK
































































Account Number Account Description
8-1128-28-741-22 COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
8-1118-18-741-17 CLASSROOM/EQUIP/ADDIT
8-1109-09-741-22 HOME EC/ADDIT EQUIP/MCK
8-1102-02-742-22 ART/EQUIP REPLACEMENT/MCK
8-1108-08-742-22 PHYS ED/EQUIP RPL/MCK







18-1122-38-561-30 DEFICIT APPROP-TUITION 82-83
18-1122-38-561-33 DEFICIT APPROP-TUITION 84-85
























18-1200-41-561-10 SEP/TUIT ELEM/OTHER LEA NH
18-1200-41-561-20 SEP/TUIT MIDDLE/OTHER LEA NH




















































10 SEP/TUIT ELEM/NON PUB OUT NH
20 SEP/TUIT MIDDLE/NON PUB OUT NH
30 SEP/TUIT/NON PUB OUT NH
10 SEP/TUIT ELEM/NON PUB IN NH
20 SEP-TUIT MIDDLE-NON PUB IN NH
30 SEP/TUIT HS/NON PUB IN NH
10 SEP/EXT YR-OTH TUIT/ELEM




































Account Number Account Description
18-2123-37-375-16 TESTING & SCORING-PW
18-2123-37-375-17 TESTING & SCORING/MS









113-16 NURSE/ SALARY/ PW
-113-17 NURSE/ SALARY/MS
-113-22 NURSE/SALARY/MCK




18-2149-41-330-10 SEP/OTH PSYCH SER/ELEM
18-2149-41-330-20 SEP/OTH PSYCH SERV/MIDDLE
18-2149-41-330-30 SEP/OTH PSYCH SERV/HS
18-2140-41-375-10 SEP/PSYCH TESTING REG/ELEM
18-2140-41-375-20 SEP/PSYCH TESTING REG/MIDDLE
18-2142-41-375-22 SEP/PSYCH TESTING LAP/MCK
18-2152-41-112-10 SEP/SPEECH/SALARY
18-2152-41-610-10 SEP/SPEECH SUPPLIES
18-2191-41-112-10 SEP/LRN RES SPEC/SALARY
18-2192-41-112-10 SEP/OCCUP THERAPY/SALARY
18-2190-41-330-10 SEP/OTHER SUPP SERV-SERESC/EL
18-2190-41-330-20 SEP/OTH SUPP SERV-SERESC/MID

















-00 CURR DEV DW/TCH SALARY
-00 CURR DEV DW/CLER SALARY
-00 STAFF IMPROVE/REIMB
-00 INSTR STAFF DEV SERV/DW
-00 CURR DEV DW/ PRINTING






















18-2222-36-440-07 LIBRARY/INST EQUIP REPAIRS/AV
18-2222-36-453-07 LIBRARY/AV RENTALS





18-2222-36-644-07 LIBRARY/MAPS , CHARTS, GLOBES
































18-2311-01-111-01 SCHOOL BOARD/ SALARIES
18-2313-01-111-01 SCHOOL DIST TREAS/SALARY
18-2316-01-111-01 SCHOOL DIST MODER&CLERK/ SALARY
18-2312-01-115-01 SCHOOL BOARD-SEC* S-SAL
18-2315-01-380-01 SCHOOL DISTRICT LEGAL SERV
18-2317-01-380-01 SCHOOL DISTRICT AUDITORS CONTR
18-2311-01-540-01 SCHOOL BOARD/ADV
18-2311-01-550-01 PRINTING & BINDING/DW
18-2311-01-610-01 SCHOOL BOARD SERV/SUPPLIES
18-2313-01-610-01 SCHOOL DISTRICT TREAS/SUPPLIES
18-2316-01-610-01 SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETINGS


















































































Account Number Account Description
-2542-40-116-08 MAINT/CARE & UPK-BLD/ SALARY
-2543-40-118-08 MAINT/CARE & UPK.EEP-GR/ SALARY
-2542-40-1 19-16 CUSTODIANS/SALARY/PW
-2542-40-119-17 CUSTODIANS/SALARY/MS
-2542-40-1 19-22 CUSTODIANS/ SALARY/MCK
-2542-40-139-08 MAINT/OVERTIME & VAC/SALARY
-2542-40-421-17 MAINT/UTILITIES/WATER/MS
-2542-40-431-08 MAINT/RUBBISH DISPOSAL-DW
-2542-40-440-08 MAINT/CR & UPKP-BLDG SERV-REPR
-2543-40-440-08 MAINT/GROUNDS REPAIRS
-2544-40-440-08 MAINT/CR-UPKP OF EQUIP/REPRS
-2545-40-440-08 MAINT/VEHICLE REPAIRS
-2542-40-610-08 MAINT/CR & UPKP-BLDGS/SUPPLIES
-2543-40-610-08 MAINT/GROUNDS SUPPLIES DW








-2542-40-741-08 MAINT/C&UPKP-BLG SER-ADD EQUIP























































18-2551-00-111-00 TRANSP COORDINATOR/ SALARY
18-2553-41-511-10 SEP/TRANS-OTH LEA IN NH/ELEM
18-2553-41-511-20 SEP/TRANS-OTH LEA IN NH/MID





































48-2561-42-111-09 FD SERV/DIRECTOR SALARY 7,645.00 8,180.00
48-2562-42-119-19 FD SERV/CAF WRKERS-SAL/ELEM 25,254.00 28,035.00























































































214-00 WORK COMP INS/DW
•222-00 NH RETIRE/PROFESSIONAL STAFF
•224-00 NH RETIRE/RETIREES-PROF STAFF
230-00 FICA/DW
-260-00 UNEMP COMP/DW
-521-00 PROP & LIB INS-DW
18-4200-40-730-17 MAINT/SCH FAC DEV-SITES/MS
18-4200-40-730-22 MAIN/SCH FAC DEV-SITES/MCK
BUDGET 84-85




Account Number Account Description
18-5100-47-830-00 DEBT SERVICE/PRINCIPAL
18-5100-47-841-00 DEBT SERVICE/ INTEREST-BONDS
28-5220-34-880-00 REGULAR FEDERAL FUNDS
18-5240-00-880-00 TRANSFER TO FOOD SERVICE
BUDGET 84-85





















2000 SUPPORT SERVICES xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Pupil Services (xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx (XXXXXXX
Attendance & Social Work 95Q 9S0 -25Q-
102 20ll 11(1,??? n n ???
Healtn 30jOSi 3? l ss 32,155-
Psychological 22.620| 13.500 13. 500-





Other Pupil Services 50.265
J
53 , 877 53,877
instructional Staff Services
Improvement of Instruction 25,761* 31.56U 31.56U
Educational Media 61,621 66,sso 63.55C-
Other Inst Staff Services
General Administration
2310 School Board (XXXXXXXXXXAX XXXXXXXXXXXX> (XXXXXXXXXX) (XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 870 Contingency
2310 All Other Objects
,1
19,300 ?S,Q^Ql ?S Q^q
2320 Office of Superintendent
ll
"" (XXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
2320 351 S A u Management Ser
1 2, 5971 110,207 110,207
2320 All Other Objects
Special Area Adm Services U0.265 43.U8- Ji3ji8j_
Other Gen Adm Services
School Administration Services 200,109 2Q9, 37 f 209, ^7£
Business Services (XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXXXXXX XXX
Operation & Mamt of Plant ^25,732 391, $06 391,606
Pupil Transportation 503,000 5^5,890 5U5.89C
Procurement
Other Business Services
2560 Food Service 179 .867 192 , 703 . 192,70-
Managerial Services 18,333 22.U25 l8,92 c
Other Support Services _kl3^Bl U90,001 ^90,001-
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST 321 50C 50C
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS XXXXXXXXXXXXX (XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX




51,6281 U 2,32£ U2.32E
Fund Transfers (XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
To Federal Projects Fund i5 , ooq I'j. OQC 15,000!
To Food Service Fund 1,00a
To Capital Reser.e Fund
Deficit Appropriation so.noci 119, OQC 119, QOC
Supplemental Appropriation
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS -6j3*ufe5= 7 ;3t, k?
r




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
TO THE
CITIZENS OF BEDFORD
The 1 983-84 academic year was particularly active in the areas
of program review, revision and development. Literally hundreds of
people participated directly or provided ideas and input that assisted
in shaping the programs of the district for school year 1 984-85 and
beyond. Perhaps the most comprehensive of these studies dealt with
the placement procedures for first year entrants to the Bedford
Public Schools. Using surveys, public forums and long hours of
analysis and discussion the program leading to placement of our
first year students was reorganized to be more responsive to the
needs of students and parents. The new procedures were implemented
during the Spring of 1984 and all indications are that they were
successful and well received.
Curriculum development included new documents guiding
instruction in Industrial Arts, Home Economics and Study Skills
("How To" Curriculum) that have been approved by the Bedford
School Board and implemented in academic year 1 984-85. A major
revision in Language Arts was also completed, approved and im-
plemented in September 1 984. These programs were produced as a
result of the commitment of time and energy from the professional
staff members of the School District and reflect their continued
desire to implement programs of high educational merit within the
Bedford schools. Objectives for a comprehensive Computer Educa-
tion Program were also approved by the Bedford School Board.
These came as a result of the continuing efforts of the Computer
Education Advisory Committee made up largely of Bedford residents
with High-Tech backgrounds. These objectives establish the direc-
tion and commitment of the School District not only in teaching and
learning about computers but in teaching and learning by using
computers.
During 1 983-84 all three Bedford School Staffs affirmed an em-
phasis on Drug and Alcohol Education for all students. Cooperation
with the Bedford Positive Action Committee, introduction of new
instructional programs, evening programs for the community, and
strengthening existing programs characterized this effort. Most
noteworthy was the inclusion in the 1984-85 budget of a half-time
professional person to serve as a resource to the youth of the com-
munity in this vital area. The willingness of Bedford parents to
address the issue was manifested by their support for this position at
the Annual School District Meeting.
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For a number of years the Bedford School Board has included an
objective aimed at establishing and maintaining trust and com-
munication between all segments of the educational community.
Four evening meetings hosted, in turn, by administrators, teachers,
Bedford PTG and School Board were directed toward this goal. The
establishment in the Spring of 1 984 of a Teacher Needs Committee,
consisting of representatives of the four groups has been designed
to continue this effort to maintain positive and productive relationships
within the schools of the District as well as to serve as a forum to
address thoughts and concerns of the professional staff.
As a result of reports received by the Bedford School Board
through the summer of 1 984 three areas of study for 1 984-85 were
identified and organized. They were a proposed program in Foreign
Language instruction, afeasibility study of PublicSchool Kindergarten
and a proposed program serving Gifted and Talented Students. Both
the Foreign Language instruction and Gifted and Talented Education
studies were designed to be completed for consideration by the
Board when they underwent their budget development process for
1 985-86. The kindergarten study included four distinct phases and
was designed for conclusion and recommendations prior to the
preparation of the budget for 1 986-87. All three studies are a result of
expressions of community interest, School Board objectives and the
continuing desire of professional staff to be responsive to the needs
of students into the 1990's.
The presence of asbestos in the public schools has been a major
concern of both school and health officials throughout the nation.
Because of this concern all schools in Bedford were inspected
by a consultant from the Division of Administration of the Department
of Education of the State of New Hampshire. During the inspection,
friable asbestos material was found in the ceilings of the original sec-
tion of the Memorial School. However, both Peter Woodbury and
McKelvie were found to be free of friable asbestos containing
material.
The Bedford School Board, upon notification that friable asbestos
had been found in the Memorial School, authorized additional
testing and air sampling. The testing and air sampling was conducted
by IHS and Company, Inc., Old Wilton Road, Mont Vernon, N.H. 03057.
Based upon the sampling and testing, the following recommendations
were made: "That all ceilings should be examined periodically. As
soon as any deterioration is noticed, work should be initiated to seal
and incapsulate and/or remove damaged material."
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In August of 1 984, the school buildings were again inspected for
compliance with the Toxic Substance Control Act by a represent-
ative of the United States Environmental Protection Agency. On
October 11, 1984, a letter was received from Paul Heffernan,
Regional Asbestos Coordinator for the United States Environmental
Protection Agency in which it was stated that the Bedford School
District has satisfied the requirements of the "Asbestos in Schools
Rule" and that the school district has a continuing obligation to
comply with this rule at all times. The school district is continuing to
inspect the ceiling material for any damage and make the
necessary repairs.
However, the Bedford School Board in the near future must
decide the issue of whether this friable asbestos containing material
should be entirely removed from the school thus the elimination of
any potential health hazard. In addition, the Board will be deciding as
to whetherto join with other school districts throughout the nation in
several pending legal class action suits against various manufacturers
of asbestos materials or to pursue individual litigation on behalf of
the district to recover any costs that may be incurred for the removal
of this asbestos material and its replacement with a suitable substance.
My last report concluded that our current school facilities may be
commensurate with the current and projected enrollments until
1990 unless we experienced pupil immigration or we increased or
expanded programs. Our grade 1-5 enrollment for 1984-85 was
projected to be 846 whereas we actually enrolled 878. This represents
an increase of nearly 1 .5 classrooms. This impact is at the six year old
level and will require our instant review. If this continues it will impact
on all eight grades and require additional school facilities. It is none
too soon to study this possibility.
The Program Review Committee appointed to review selected
areas of concern has yet to render its final report. This report in
addition to a forthcoming Teacher Needs Report, may point the way
to significant changes in the district.
In conclusion, I commend the continued support of the residents
of Bedford and its elected School Board Members for providing an





REPORT OF THE McKELVIE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
To the Citizens of Bedford,
The September, 1 984 enrollment was 567 students. The eighth
grade graduating class of 1984 consisted of 215 students. As has
been the case since the construction of the Memorial School
addition, the McKelvie School houses grades six, seven, and eight.
With the addition of one Home Economics teacher, one Industrial
Arts teacher, and a Counselor, the school has regained full middle
school/junior high school approval status from the New Hampshire
Department of Education, Division of Instruction Services.
Four new staff members were employed by the Bedford School
District as of September 1 , 1 984. Nannette Pope was employed as a
seventh grade language arts teacher. She served as a permanent
substitute in that position last year. Raymond Ross was employed as
an industrial arts teacher, Susan Trudel was employed as a home
economics teacher, and Jonas Taub was employed as a school
counselor/community youth worker. The position of Community
Youth Worker was created as a response to last year's drug and
alcohol awareness programs that were sponsored by the Bedford
Positive Action Committee (BPAC). The Community Youth Worker
provides direct counseling services to students in the Bedford
Schools and to Bedford students enrolled at Manchester West High
School. He is also responsible for community awareness programs
and preventative educational programs in the classrooms. Another
part of Mr. Taub's job is to serve as a part time McKelvie School
Guidance Counselor.
Program and curriculum work continues at the McKelvie School.
Since the previous annual report, new curriculums in industrial arts
and home economics as well as a curriculum guide for computer
education have been completed. The Language Arts Department
has completed a revision of theircurriculum. A"HowTo"StudyGuide
has been written for use by teachers with their students. This guide
offers suggestions to assist students with listening, writing and study
skills. The interscholastic athletic program has written guidelines
adopted by the School Board for student athletes and coaches. A
proposal to add modern foreign language studies has been developed
and will be considered in the 1 985/1 986 budget. Textbook purchases
last year, this year and proposed for next year will complete the
replacement process in language arts and mathematics. This will
provide new mathematics texts in all three grades, new literature
texts in all three grades, new spelling books in each grade and new
grammar texts in grades six and seven.
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Beyond the basic curriculum, the McKelvie School continues to
offer many opportunities to students. Athletics, both intramural and
interscholastic, offers competitive sports; the music department has
both instrumental and choral performing groups; the McKelvie
Players present musicals on an annual basis; and students were able
to participate in various leadership and academically oriented pro-
grams such as Olympics of the Mind, MERIT (McKelvie Enrichment
Research Interest Time), the American Industrial Arts Students
Association and the Future Homemakers of America.
In conclusion, again this year the community continues to
support our school through many hours of volunteer work and
through donations of equipment from many service organizations.
On behalf of the students and staff I wish to thank everyone who has
helped to make this school effective and a positive place for
students.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert G. Cook, Principal
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
MEMORIAL AND PETER WOODBURY SCHOOLS
The present enrollment of 897 students in the Primary Unit
includes 501 children at Memorial and 396 at Peter Woodbury. This
represents an increase of 53 students from the same time period last
year. The steady pupil growth over the last few years as well as the
addition of new staff members has created a focus on the need for
additional classroom space in the Primary Unit. An increase in the
number of the staff members recommended in this year's budget will
utilize virtually all remaining classroom teaching space at the
Memorial and Peter Woodbury Schools.
The recommendations set forth in the revision of the language
arts curriculum for the Primary Unit have been put into place. The
purchase of the new language arts texts for grades four and five will
complete the process of implementing the suggested revisions.
Improving the quality of student writing has been an area of major
emphasis during this school year. All Primary Unit classroom teachers
have attended a series of workshops directed at developing students'
writing skills. The focus on the writing process will continue to be a
major emphasis of Primary Unit teachers.
We continue to place a major focus on the theme of safety with
emphasis on drug and alcohol awareness. There is an ongoing pro-
gram using films along with teacher explanation and discussion
related to child abuse and sexual abuse. In conjunction with the
Bedford Police Department, programs are held annually for our
students in order to help them learn how to handle situations dealing
with strangers. Such programs are conducted at specific grade
levels each year. Bicycle safety is reviewed at appropriate times
during the school year. In a related issue, we have instituted a
procedure requesting all parents to call the school on mornings that
their child is absent. If no call is received by the school, a call in turn is
placed to the home or parents' place of employment to verify the
child's absence.
An Ad Hoc Committee established by the school board to review
the entrance procedure for incoming students met during the latter
part of 1 983. The committee initially reviewed the entrance procedure
as it existed and, along with input collected from parents' surveys and
three public meetings, used that information to develop specific
recommendations to the school board. The resulting recommenda-
tions, a majority of which were instituted that spring with the
incoming group of new students, included the following: A community
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information program directed at explaning the entrance procedure
as well as the developmental emphasis should be offered. The
various instruments and procedures utilized in the entrance screen-
ing were also to be explained. Information on the importance of an
extra year and why it is educationally appropriate for some children
was also shared.The committee definitely felt that there was a need
for more information prior to any placement recommendation. The
importance of a multi-criteria base to make the decision related to
placement, including consideration of parental and kindergarten
input as well as any test results, was emphasized. The results of a
parent survey conducted this fall indicated that reception to the
revised procedure was positive. Parents felt much more informed
and more a part of the decision making process.
An Ad Hoc Committee was established by the school board as a
result of the recommendations of the entrance procedure committee
to look at the possibility of public kindergarten in Bedford. The
Bedford group joined and worked with a like group from Merrimack
during the fall months to research and draw conclusions from a
variety of data that would establish the merit or non-merit of a public
kindergarten program. It was the conclusion and recommendation of
the Bedford committee to the school board that a public kinder-
garten be established.
Through the generousity of the Bedford PTG group, seven
computers have been donated for use in the Primary Unit over the
last two years. This has allowed teachers to begin the implementation
of computer education with our students. Several staff members
have taken courses and/or workshops related to the use of computers
in the classroom and taken the initiative to implement specific
programs with their students.
Administrative objectives for the Bedford Primary Unit 1 984-85
school year include the following:
1. Continue the ongoing objective of supporting all efforts to
produce effective communications among staff, students,
administration, school board, and community.
2. To facilitate the organization of the appropriate teacherwork-
shopsand monitorthe implementation of the Writing Process
program in the Primary Unit.
3. Implement and monitor the revised entrance procedure for
first year students in the Bedford School District.
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4. Initiate the planning and organization phase of the evaluation
of the Primary Unit Schools and program which will be
conducted during the 1985-86 school year.
5. Work to facilitate the implementation of the computer, language
arts, "How To", physical education, and drug and alcohol
abuse curriculums.
On behalf of students and staff, I extend thanks to all the
volunteers who have come into our schools. The active support of the
Bedford PTG is greatly appreciated. I extend my appreciation to all
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The annual Bedford School District Meeting was held on Thursday,
March 1 5, 1 984 in the McKelvie School. Seated on the stage were
School Board members Elaine Tefft, Suzanne Tyrie, Margaret
Comiskey, Bruce Bridges and Mary Ann Strong; Superintendent of
Schools, Claude Leavitt and Assistant Superintendent,
Raymond Raudonis.
School District Moderator, Eugene Van Loan III opened the
meeting at 7:40 p.m. There were approximately 1 50 people present.
Msgr Hines of St. Elizabeth Seton Church gave the invocation.
Moderator Van Loan led the Pledge of Allegiance. He then read the
results of the town and school elections held on March 13, 1984.
Prior to commencing with Article I, Mrs. Tefft moved we advance
Article III to 1; motion seconded by Mrs. Strong. Mrs. Tefft addressed
the motion stating since Article III carries a money figure, it should be
dealt with before the budget. Vote on the motion passed.
Article III is to see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50,000 as a deficiency appropriation, said sum to be
made available to the School Board and School District prior to June
1 5, 1 984. Said sum to exceed the 1 983-84 appropriation by $50,000
for the purpose of paying the increase in high school tuition to
Manchester. Mrs. Tefft moved the article; seconded by Mrs. Strong.
Mrs. Tefft explained that Manchester had not billed us enough to
cover the cost of students attending West High School. The bill
presented was for $2200 per student and the actual cost came out to
be $2306 per student. Vote on the motion passed.
Article I - to see what sum of money the District will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of the school district and agents and for the statutory
obligations of the district.
Ed Moran, Chairman of the Budget Committee made a motion
that the Budget Committee's budget of $6,501,289 be adopted;
motion seconded. Mrs. Strong made a motion to amend the appro-
priation by $243,366; motion seconded. She addressed the motion.
She said they had not come to a conclusion in negotiations with the
teachers and now they have; thus the increase of $243,366.
Marian Villeneuve asked if we have not seen this before tonight,
is it legal for us to act on this budget. Mr Van Loan said any figure that
has gone before the Budget Committee can be dealt with and may be
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increased by up to 1 0%. She asked if this figure addresses any other
items than teacher's salaries. Mrs. Strong said this is for teachers,
administration and support staff. Marc Jolicoeur asked if this figure
included the additional Industrial Arts and Home Economics teacher.
Mrs. Strong said we will address additional personnel later.
Chris Specht teaches IA for the PTG and spoke in support of the 2
positions. Arthur Tucker asked how they arrived at these salary
figures. Mrs. Strong explained under the contract teachers receive
6 1/2% increase, administration 6% and support staff 5%. Joe Flaherty
would like the Budget Committee's comments.
Ed Moran said they just received this information about an hour
ago so it is difficult to react to it. Tom Riley of the Budget Committee
asked for clarification in the total increase in salaries. Mrs. Strong
said the contract includes a salary schedule and each year the
teachers more up a step. There is a 2.3% increase between each step
until they reach the top of the scale. Marc Jolicoeur said the most
valuable asset we have are the teachers who will be teaching our
children. These wages are not exorbitant and are well within range.
Vote on the amendment to increase the budget by $243,366 passed.
Mr. Van Loan then went over each line item in the budget. Under
1 100 - Regular Programs, Mrs. Comiskey made a motion that this
figure be increased by $20,000; motion seconded. She addressed
the motion stating $30,000 was included for a Home Economics and
Industrial Arts teacher from which the Budget Committee cut $20,000.
She indicated there has been an increase in students at McKelvie by
300 and we still have the same staff to teach them. Marc Jolicoeur
spoke in favor of the amendment. Bob Allan of the Budget Committee
said we are adding 2 teachers for which we have no classrooms; he
spoke in opposition. Paul Remus spoke in favor. Chris Specht spoke
in favor stating the children need to know about basics. Edith
Schmidtchen asked if this was adding one or two teachers. It is one
Home Economics and one Industrial Arts teacher. She asked about
any expansion in buildings. Mrs. Strong suggested everyone read
the superintendent's report which indicates our situation at the
present. We presently have one unused classroom in each building.
If we should have a population explosion in the next few years, the
board will certainly have to consider the building situation. However,
the board is not presently contemplating any expansion.
Marion Villeneuve said she has very mixed feelings about this
and suggested maybe we could cut out Industrial Arts for the 6th
graders. If we keep saying yes, our budget will keep going up.
Margaret Collins feels the School Board has addressed each item
individually and came up with only a very few additions. Vote on the
motion to increase the budget by $20,000 passed.
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1 200 - Special Programs - Arthur Tucker asked the reason for the
increase. Mrs. Strong said we have 252 children in out of district
placement, many full time. We have 2 1 8 children in special education
programs locally. Marion Villeneuve asked what the salary increases
were. Mrs. Strong said they are for the special education teachers in
our own system. Marc Jolicoeur asked if this is out of our control. Yes,
this is all federally mandated plus an increase in special education
transportation. Nancy Damour said if these programs are mandated,
and were not passed in the budget, what would happen. We would
have to take it out of our regular programs.
21 20 - Guidance - Mrs. Tyrie made a motion to increase this item
by $22,000; seconded. Mrs. Strong addressed the motion indicating
this is for the position of guidance counselor/youth drug counselor.
She said there are too many students at McKelvie for one counselor
to handle. This year they tried to share the counselor from Peter
Woodbury and McKelvie benefited but Peter Woodbury suffered.
She stated this position is sorely needed. Mrs. Tyrie strongly urged
support of this position. Arthur Tucker wanted to know how the
Budget Committee arrived at their figure which is down from the
School Board's figure. Leo Gauthier of the Budget Committee said
they eliminated this position and that is the difference. He stated it
was not a unanimous vote by the Budget Committee. He feels this
position is more important than the Industrial Arts and Home
Economics teacher. Shirley Aumand spoke in favor stating this is for
the benefit of our children and their future and the state is 1 00% in
support of this. Marion Villeneuve suggested the counselor in the
primary grades go between McKelvie and the primary. Ann Remus
spoke in favor of this and feels the primary counselor is needed full
time in the primary grades. Ellen Shapiro feels drugs are a social
problem and have to be dealt with by a special counselor not just a
guidance counselor. Carol feels we need a full time
counselor in the primary grades to nip problems in the bud. She
spoke in favor of the new position. Vote on the motion to amend the
budget to increase it by $22,000 called for; Tom Riley is concerned
about voting on these amendments to the budget when the original
motion was to vote on a budget figure. Vote on the motion passed.
1 1 22 - Deficit appropriation - Stan Tefft asked for an explanation
since we already voted on this $50,000 in Article III; why is it in the
budget again. He feels this is duplication. Mr. Van Loan explained
that even though it was a separate article, since it contains a money
figure it has to appear in the budget.
Eugene Van Loan, Jr. feels the negotiations by the teachers put
the Budget Committee in a bind to wait until the last minutes to reach
agreement. He feels this is a squeeze play on the part of the Teachers
Association and does not feel enough time has elapsed.
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The total amount of the budget that has been moved and
amended is $6,786,655. Vote on the motion to accept the budget in
the sum of $6,786,655 passed.
Article II - To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the
school district meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year provided it meets all conditions of
RSA 1 98:20-b. Mr. Bridges moved the article; seconded; vote on the
motion passed.
Earl Isham of the Richard K. Harvell VFW Post #8401 sponsored
the "Voice of Democracy" contest and the winner was Ann Pelletier
of Bedford. He presented her with the award.
Sue Tyrie read a resolution as follows: Wherefore, Kazys Daugela,
better known as Charlie, has rendered outstanding service to the
District; Whereas, he has given generously of his time and talents for
the past ten years advising the board in its search for land for future
school use; Whereas, he is concerned for quality education in
Bedford, be it resolved: that this Annual School District Meeting
convey an expression of thanks and appreciation to Charlie for these
past services. Motion was made to adopt the resolution; motion
seconded; vote on the motion passed.
Anna Van Loan said she has a question on the revenue side of
the budget. She does not see the line item for the $80,000 which was
left in the land fund last year. Supt. Leavitt addressed this. Mrs. Van
Loan would like to know if the School Board has had any discussion
about returning the $80,000 to the School District for the reduction
of taxes. Supt. Leavitt said the School Board is actively searching for
land and therefore does not intend to return this money. Mrs. Van
Loan does not agree with this.
Chirs Specht said he does not like getting a paper given to us
today; he feels we should have this information 3 weeks ahead of the
meeting so we can study it. Peter McGee spoke on behalf of the
Bedford Teachers Association regarding negotiations and apologized
for it taking so long. He said they did not attempt to use this as a tactic.





TOWN OF BEDFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Memorial School Addition - Building Fund
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 983 to June 30, 1 984
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1 , 1 983 (Treasurer's bank balance) 7,078.95
Received from Selectmen
(Include only amounts actually received)
Current Appropriation
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sales of Notes and Bonds
(Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources 235.73
TOTAL RECEIPTS 235.73
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 8,21 4.68
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 8,21 4.68






This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank state-
ments and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of
Bedford of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1984 and find them correct in all respects.





DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Bank of New England interest 235.73
235.73
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TOWN OF BEDFORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
for the Fiscal Year July 1 , 1 983 to June 30, 1 984
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1 , 1 983 (Treasurer's bank balance) 381 ,491 ,39
Received from Selectmen
(Include only amounts actuallly received) 5,347,507.00
Current Appropriation 5,342,507.00
Deficit Appropriation 50,000.00
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources 258,41 3.31
Revenue from Federal Sources 85,793.77
Received from Tuitions 58,058.00
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes & Bonds
(Principal only)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received fromm all Other Sources 261 ,034.53
TOTAL RECEIPTS 6,037,806.61
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance& Receipts) 6,419,298.00
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 6,1 99,883.47
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1984





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank state-
ments and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of
Bedford of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1984 and find them correct in all respects.


























































ACCOUNTANT'S REPORT ON COMPLIANCE
To the Members of the School Board
Bedford School District
Bedford, New Hampshire
We have examined the combined financial statements of the
Bedford School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1 984,
and have issued our report thereon dated September 21 , 1 984. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted audit-
ing standards, the provisions of "Standards for Audit of Govern-
mental Organizations, Programs, Activities and Functions", pro-
mulgated by the Comptroller General, which pertain to financial and
compliance audits; the Office of Management and Budget's "Major
Compliance Features of Programs Administered by State and Local
Governments" (the approved compliance supplement); and, except
as described in the following paragraphs, provisions of Office of
Managements and Budget (OMB) Circular A-1 02, "Uniform Adminis-
trative Requirement for Grants-ln-Aid to State and Local Govern-
ments", Attachment P, "Audit Requirements" and the Guidelines for
Financial and Compliance Audits of Federally Assisted Programs
(Guidelines), and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
The reporting objectives for compliance audits contained in the
Guidelines suggest an examination of all transactions for compliance
purposes, as opposed to the selective testing required by Attachment
P; therefore, we have followed the reporting objectives of Attach-
ment P. In addition, the Guidelines do not provide sufficient guidance
fordetermining the representative number of charges to be examined
and performing the procedures to ascertain compliance. Accordingly,
we utilized other materials as supplements in those areas.
Attachment Prequiresthattheexamination includeadetermina-
tion of whether the Federal financial reports (including financial
status reports, cash reports, and claims for advances and reimburse-
ments) prepared by the Bedford School District contain accurate and
reliable financial data. We have been informed that OMB interprets
the phrase "accurate and reliable financial data" to mean that the
Federal financial reports present the underlying financial data of the
grants within limits that are reasonable and practicable to attain
under the circumstances.
In our opinion, except for the matters that might have come to our
attention had our examination encompassed the provisions of the
Guidelines referred to in the second preceding paragraph, for the
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tested operations and records, the Bedford School District complied
with the material terms and conditions of its Federal grants, contracts
and agreements, and the tested Federal financial reports present the
underlying financial data of the grants within the limits described in
the preceding paragraph. Further, based upon our examination and
the procedures referred to above and except for the matters that
might havecometoourattention had our examination encompassed
the provisions of the Guidelines referred to in the second preceding
paragraph, and except for the enclosed items, nothing came to our
attention to indicate that the Bedford School District had not
complied with the compliance matters referred to above, and the
Federal financial reports do not present the underlying financial data
of the grants within the limits described in the preceding paragraph.
Food Service Fund
1 )Our review of the food service fund disclosed that the School
District has net cash resources on hand June 30, 1 984, in excess
of three months average expenditures, contrary to the National
School Lunch Program regulations and without approval from
the State agency. The amount is computed as follows:
Net Cash Resources $70,946
Three Months Average Expenditures ( 54,900)
Excess Net Cash Resources $1 6,046
If such resources exceed three months average expenditures,
the State may require the School District to 1) reduce the
children's prices, 2) improve quality or 3) take some other action
designed to improve the food service. If the State does not
choose one of these options, then it must adjust the reimburse-
ment rates for the school food service.
2)ln addition any interest earned on investing food service fund
cash with general fund cash should be allocated to the food
service fund and used only for the operation or improvement of
the non-profit food service fund in accordance with the regualtions.
This report is intended solely for the use of the Bedford School
District and the cognizant audit agency and should not be used for
any other purpose.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
June 30, 1984
Long-term debt payable at June 30, 1984, is comprised of the
following individual issues:
General Obligation Debt
$590,000 1963 School Bonds due in
annual installments of $25,000
through November 1, 1984;
interest at 3.20% $ 25,000
$700,000 1966 School Bonds
due in annual installments of
$35,000 through June 15, 1986;
interest at 4.1 0% 70,000
$1,200,000 1972 Elementary School
Bonds due in annual installments
of $80,000 through December 1, 1987;
interest at 4.70% 320,000
$1,000,000 1978 Memorial School
Addition Bonds due in annual
installments of $70,000 through
November 15, 1983 and $65,000
through November 15, 1993;
interest at 5.70% 650,000
Total $1,065,000
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of
June 30, 1984, including interest payments, are as follows:
Annual Requirements to Amortize Long-Term Debt
Fiscal Year Ending General Obligation Debt
June 30 Principal Interest Total
1985 $ 205,000 $ 51,628 $ 256,628
1986 180,000 42,327 222,327
1987 145,000 33,428 178,428
1988-1994 535,000 92,652 627,652
Total $1,065,000 $220,035 $1,285,035
All debt is general obligation debt of the School District, which is






















Statement of Changes in Unreserved - Undesignated Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30. 1984
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance- July 1, 1983 $257,710
Unreserved - Undesignated
Fund Balance- June 30, 1984 73,460
(Decrease) In Unreserved -
Undesignated Fund Balance ($184,250)
Analysis of Change
Additions
1 983-84 Budget Summary
Revenue Surplus (Schedule 1) $ 54,213
Unexpended Balance
of Appropriations (Schedule 2) 5,452
1983-84 Budget Surplus $ 59,665
Deductions
Unreserved Fund Balance Used
To Reduce 1 983-84 District Assessment ( 243,915)
Net (Decrease) In Unreserved


























Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1 984
Revenues


























Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1 984
Revenues
Interest Income $ 856
Fund Balance- July 1 10,051






— IN AN EMERGENCY —
To report a Fire or Rescue
472-3311
Fire permits can be obtained at the
Bedford Fire Station
Daily — 7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
After 5:30 P.M. — Call Ralph M. Wiggin, Jr., Warden
472-3251
If no answer, call
Leo Bongers, Jr., Deputy Warden
623-7064
Permits must be picked up in person
To Call Police
Police Station: Town Office Building 472-5111
Bedford Center Road 472-5112
Town Clerk and Tax Collector
Town Office Building, Bedford Center Road 472-3550
Office of the Selectmen
Town Office Building 472-5242
Hours: Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
To get Local and State Police in an Emergency
Call Bedford Police Dept. - 472-51 1
1
Landfill Hours Library Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed. 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. Mon. 1:00-8:30 p.m.
Tuesday. 10:00-8:30 p.m.
Thurs., Fri.. Sat. 8:30-5:00 Wed. 1:00-8:30 p.m., Thurs. 10:00-8:30
Fri. 1:00-6:30 p.m.. Sat. 9:30-1:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:00-2:00 p.m.
Courtesy of Bedford Kiwanis Club
